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'FIRE INSURANCE OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS IN UTAH 
Pr,oblem: 
What practices have been followed in insuring school buildings 
in utah? Is our present system of insuring school buildings an 
economical system? 
Definition of Problem: 
Fire insurance, as used in this study; is Wlderstood to be 
any method of conserving and protecting the wealth and resources 
of the school districts against damage by fire. 
Practices are the policies, written or unwritten, that seem 
to have directed fire insurance procedure in utah school districts • 
An economical system might mean the most desirable system from 
standpoints of' conserving time and money while offering ample 
opportunity of education. 
Delimitation of Problem: 
This study is limited to the available records of the con-
d! tiona that have exi.sted in utah school districts during the 
twelve years from 1919 to 1930 inclusive, from the standpoint of 
costs in dollars. Data from other states are introduced as bases 
of judgment. The data from some districts in Utah are not entirely 
complete, since adequate insurance records have n.ot been kept in 
Utah. 
Sources of Data: 
To determine the status of school building insurance in 
Utah, a questionnaire was prepared to be sent to all district 
superintendents. This questionnaire, a sample of which appears in 
the appendix, was sent out through the office of the state 
superintendent, in August 1931, under the personal direction of 
Superintendent C. N • .Jensen. Follow-up letters were mailed from 
the state office upon three different occasions, with a result 
that thirty-five of the forty districts in utah reported almost 
complete data, as far as it was possible to do so. 
To check the reliability of the most important data in the 
questionnaire, personal visits were made by the writer to six 
large districts and letters varying from one to four in number 
were san-t and returned from thirty other districts. 
Since the Biennial Reports of Superintendent of Public 
Instruction of utah, 1926-1930, are complete enough to give the 
total insurance costs and adjustments by districts for the last 
five years covered in this study, a careful comparison was made with 
that source. Although it has been impossible to get complete 
reports from five districts, at least some data have been collected 
from all districts in the state. 
To set up standards of ideal insurance, study was made of 
suggestions made by Reeder, Engelhardt and Strayer1 • It was found 
1. Reeder - "Business Awtinistration of the School System" - 1929. 
Engelhardt - "Public School Business Administration" - 1927. 
Strayer - "School Building Problems" - 1927. 
6. 
that'the most complete report on the problem of' school fire 
insurance was made by Melchior of Oolumbia, in 1925. His thesis 
was obtained and reviewed. Comparison of Melchiorts findings 
will occasionally be made. 
Some cities and states have created insurance funds to which 
all districts contribute and from which all fire losses are paid. 
TO deterrndne what data are available relating to fire insurance 
fund.9xperience, another questionnaire, in the form of a personal 
letter was sent to all state superintendents, of whom 96% responded. 
Many gave sources of data on the subject; many gave a concise 
opinion of the "fund" plan. Their replies are reported in the 
appendix of this study 2. Oomplete de.scriptions of the systems 
operating in North Dakota, South Carolina, 
were obtained. 
and Wisconsin 
Some data were secured from Harry Cooper, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
secretary of 2600 1rutual Insurance companies, trom Robert S. Moulton, 
Boston, Massachusetts, secretary of the National Fire Protective 
Association. and from the Research Bureau of the N. E. A., 
Washington. D. C. The Insurance Laws of Utah, 1931, and Biennial 
Reports of Commissione.r of Insurance of Utah, 1909-1930, were also 
examined. 
Personal interviews on various phases of the insurance problem 
were arranged wi th 3'. G. McQuarrie, Commissioner at Insurance in 
utah. George A. Christensen at the Bear Hi ver Mutual Insurance Co.; 
2. Appendix I. 
7. 
A. L. McDonald,of the Home Fire Insurance Comp'any; Frank Kane, 
of the Insuranoe Commission; Logan Rich, a,ssistant Attorney 
General, all of Salt Lake City, utah. Many promdnent business 
men of utah were also interviewed. 
Several attempts were made to get the experience of the 
L. D. S. Church in its ohurch insurance program, covering a period 
of sixteen years of self-insurance. However, churoh authori ties 
were not in f'avor of' giving for publication any facts or general 
:2j 
opinions on the subject ... 
History of Problem: 
IThe yearly fire waste in the United states is estimated at 
10,000 lives and $500.000,000. This does not include the huge cost 
of maintaining fire departments. No kind of property escapes the 
dange.r of devastation by fire. 2In the Unl ted states there is a 
daily average of seven school fires, which make our annual sohool 
building loss well over $5,000,000. During 1926 the fire loss to 
Amerioan schools amounted to more than $10,000,000 as a reaul t of 
2545 fires. Already in" 1932 there have been two school fires in 
Utah t both of which resulted in a total destruction of the building. 
Recognizing the fact that fires occur in Bchool buildings. the 
problem is to devise means whereby we may meet these loases most 
economically with the least possible hand.1cap to our educational 
system. 
1 - 1927 Bulletin of National Fire Prevention Association 
2 - The National Underwriter, March 1927 
; - Appendix II" 
8. 
Various studies have been made on the subject ot fires. Such 
sources as the National Fire Protective Association. the National 
Board of Fire Underwriters. and Bests Insurance Service are only 
three of the better sources where much valuable data might be 
found on the general subject of fire insurance. iihen we contine 
our subject to the fire insurance of school buildings. we have 
fewer studies to which we might refer. 
In 1925 Melchior. ·of Teachers College, Coltunbia Un! versi ty , 
made a most exhaustive study of 1182 school buildings in New York 
state, by working with the Educational Finance Commdssion. His 
study was an int,enaive report of insurance practices, costs, and 
10ss8s in school districts of New York state; a general report of 
the same in cities of the United states; a compilation of statutory 
provisions for insurance of public school property of states of 
the United states; and a symposium on "Insurance of Public Schools" 
by thirty insurance axeou ti V6.S. 
Skaaland, whose thesis "Insuring Public School Property in 
Minnesotan1 appeared in 1927, emphasized the importance of scientific 
appraisal of school property and the advantages of employing appraisal 
firms. Insurance costs, rates, ratios, and terms of poliCies are 
discussed. He concluded. among other t.hings, that based upon fire 
losses which had occurred during a five-year period, it had paid 
st. Paul not to insure its school, and in Minneapolis, also, it had 
not paid the school district to insure school buildings. 
1 - LIbrary of University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
A survey of fire prevention and insurance in the schools of 
Millville, New Jersey, was made in 1927. A decrease in rates and 
an increase in the amount of insurance carried were made possible 
through reduction of hazards and the adoption of co-insurance. 
At Manhattan. Kansas J in 1928. an insurance study was made 
with the assistance of an expert from the state insurance depart-
mente This study led to the adoption of a new insurance policy. 
By removing existing fire hazards at a cost of $124.39, insurance 
rates were reduced $544.96 for the year's premiums and $170 for 
each succeeding yearl • 
stanley C. Oliver, who, in 1929 published "Some Social and 
Economic Aspects of School Fires and Fire Insurance" pointed out 
advantages and disadvantages of self-insurance and concluded that 
self-insurance is justified only in the largest cities. 
"Municipal Insurance" a survey of the practices of cities in 
insuring their property and liability risks, by O. A. Nolting. of 
the Extension Division, University of Kansas, discusses insurance 
of city property va. no insurance, and company insurance vs. self-
insurance. 
Other stUdies in the field are the "Philadelphia Surveyfl, 
"Report of the Survey of Maine" conducted by the Institute of 
Public Administration, New York, and the survey of jefferson, 
vrissouri. At the present time a thesis is being written in New York 
on some phase of school building fire insurance. In March, 1932 
1 - "Rewriting School-Property Insurance at Manhattan, Kansas" 
American Sohool Board Journal 76: 172; june, 1928. 
10. 
I .. 
H. C. Roberts at 810x City, Iowa, wrote the first at a series 
of three articles dealing with general insurance proble.ms and 
methods of reducing costs. His article appeared in the "Educa-
tional Business Manager and Buyer. ltl 
Y~y popular writers in the field of school adndnistration, 
such as Engelhardt, strayer and Reeder, have contributed to the 
subject of fire insurance of school property. The American School 
Board Journal offers the richest material on the problem published 
11. 
in magazines. Facts gleaned from some of these reports and conclusions 
drawn will be presented later in this study. 
However, no studies have been made of the fire insurance of 
school buildings in Utah. Indeed, the records kept by most school 
districts are so inaccurate and incomplete that they offer little 
in the way of data for an insurance study, (as will be shown.) 
According to the 1930 Biennial Report, we have 776 school buildings 
in utah, with a total valuation that reaches into millions. .rust 
how much our school property is worth in this state, we do not know, 
due to inaccurate appraisals or no appraisals ~n many districts. 
SOIne districts can furnish a 1932 evaluation of their school property, 
since they had an appraisal made last January. One district publishes 
an annual report wherein complete data are kept covering certain 
phases of fire insurance. Somedlstricts can give the exact costs 
of construction of their buildings, but they have had no appraisals 
in recent years. Many districts have no records to show when their 
1- Articles not formally published at the time this study was written. 
buildings were built, what they cost, or what their present value 
Regardless of our unscientific method.s of record keeping 
the school districts of Utah paid over $48;000.00 to commercial 
companies in fire insuranoe premdums during 1930. Vfuether or not 
this represents adequate insurance or whether or not it is a wise 
policy to spend $48,000 for fire insurance under our present system, 
we have never undertaken to determine. Many other ,states have done 
as little research in this direction as has our own state. Only 
eleven states in the Union require school boards to protect their 
property by insurance. Problems of the amount of insurance to 
carry. the system of insurance to adopt and problems of fire 
prevention are probably regarded by states as being problems 
insignificant for state consideration. 
San Francisco, Columbus, New york Oi ty, Chicago, Milwaukee 
do not insure their school buildings, since experience has proved 
that their replacements cost less than adequate insurance carried 
with commercial companies. l 
North Dakota, South Carolina, and VlisCOl"lsin. have 
enacted laws which provide for state insurance of school buildings. 
The "Insurance Fund" method has been adopted and is working well 
in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Kansas City, Newark and Ph11adelphia. 
Several other cities have tried state insurance and the insurance 
fund methods. 
1- Nolting - "Municipal Insurance" pp. 15-18. Bulletin o:r University 
Extension Division, Lawrence, Kansas. 
12. 
It is therefore evident that at least four distinct 
methods of fire prevention and protection are practioed in the 
sohool distri.cts of United states. These are: No insurance, or 
self-insurance; .insurance by a state Fire Fund; insuranoe by 
private companies; insurance by a city fund. Has it paid the 
sohools of utah to insure their property with private companies? 
Are some districts better insured than others? Do the schools 
pay unjust rates for insurance? Do we tend to sacrifice our lesa 
expensive buildings by insuring them at a lower ratio to value 
than we do our larger buildings? Has our policy been an educa-
tional handicap to some districts when fires have occurred? 
Recently the Pangui tch High School burned to the ground. 
Contrary to newspaper reports, there is not a present indebtedne.ss 
on the building and $15.000 insurance was carried. It will cost 
$40,000 to replace the building and how is the $25,000 to be 
obtained? The 250 students of Panguitch are the people who are 
missing opportunities that cannot be estimated in terms of dollars. 
Provision was made for some of these students to attend other 
schools, but a great many others will be denied privilege of 
attending school until SOIlle means can be devised to raise funds. 
Could a different insurance system have provided another school 
without placing excessive burden on this district which is limited 
in its resources? 
It seems that there is need for stUdies of school building 
insurance in utah. In these days of retrencrunent in education 
68670 
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_qala. fill. atuq ... ..eYer 801ft pro'bl_. It 1. hopei . 
howeYer, that ... of the c1ata pre ... ted .111 be ftlua'ble 
a.oup to .• lIM attention to 1Mt to ... d upon 0\11" pre .. nt 
ooatiticma ot tire 1Junaraa •• , that, if po.aible, better 
oonti tlou -7 'be den10pa4. 
What Prao'ti ... Haft Bean 1'011.a4 1Jl IaauriDg School. 
Buildiqa in 'Utah? 
•• orla 
na tint probl. that arise. whan ODe beg1Ds to atuQ" 
cOJUlltionB paa' and present 1s "What reeorda oonriDS the 
aubj •• t are av.ailabl.,- ~ complete acientific atulY ot 
~ce condition. in U~ aChool districts i8 ~o •• ible 
trca that 800re. The BleDJlial Reporta ot the Superintenaent 
ot PubliCI Inat%'U.etlon wri:tteD. 'teD year. ago oontain.d v.~ 
:r.. tableB of flguea. BegiDD.ID& w1 til the npona ot 192fj.. 
1926 total e08t8 of 1Daurance and adjua1imlnta :reeel ve' bJ" 
the cliatr1c'. :rram insurance c.capani •• are liste' apart traa 
"fta4 Charps- and. "JI18oellaneous BeYenu •• -
lio other elata of insurance DIltun, how ..... r, are included 
1Il our _.te repons. 80 8Q' turther atudJ' aust be made :trca 
the reGords ot _ch diatrle't. I't would se. that 1:t aQ 
reoorGe of 1D.au.ranoe are aecurate17kept b;y our olerka, 
'the _oorela ot :tnauraDM praa1qupa.ld _4 aijuetmenta "oe1_d 
.oultl 'be a ... 11&b18. ancl the tlsurea II vea on the'luest1oDDlllre 
ror'Use last 1'1" 78U'B ahould acre- with those pftnted 1n th_ 
B1eDD1al Beporta of Superhtellient ot Public Instruotion "ror 
the corresponding time. 
Table Ho. 1 showa the JNIIlber or erroraor 4iaorepanc1e. 
found bJ' ccapariDg the tlsure. reported on the questionnaire 
w1 th tho.. :lJl the atate nporta. In pneml, IlON entrie. 
are -._ 1D the nate :report. thall •• re giftD 0Jl the 
qu •• tioJ1D&l:re. althoush entri ••• ere reported 'b7 questionnaire, 
and la'kr CODti~4 'b7 letter. or personal viatts, to show that 
at t1mea the opposite oondition 1. true. 
nia does .ot 1JaP17 that 81 ther report 18 an accurat. report i 
_1 ther does it mean the. t meana cannot be devised to 'Yerity the 
figures 1a the atate reports. It loea ... that &nJ' other 
repon ot tire 1Jururanoe praaluma paid and adjustments reeai_1 
on poliei •• 1uurlDg school bulld1np in Utah 1919 to 1930. 
ob_ille' under aiJD1lar eondition. and b7 81m1lar _thoa. 1a 
likely to reveal figures that are aot tho.. recordea in the 
orne1al report. ot the Superintendent or Public Iutruct1on. 
Ie it unjus"t to assume "that U adequate records ot tire 
1DsuraJ:I.8e are kept in line with bU8ineaa principle ••. aD7 clerk. 
worthy ot his positlon, should be able "to :read the reoorda end. 
81'" the - data ten J8ara henoe he gifta to4ay, providecl the 
elate oa1184 tor ten 7ear8 hence are the aama data called 't"or to4a.1? 
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i'he writer waa tully aware that many 41ttrict8 pal the 
totalprem1.um tor the term of a policy when the policy 1s 
written, and the errors might have beeD due to the fact that 
same clerks repurted annual premium and some gave annual and 
advanoe premium, or 8.D.l" sum paid in insurance in the particular 
fiscal year specified. The instructions accompanying the 
questionnaire were written to guard against this probability 
ot error. 
Another source of probable error is the tact that the 
columns "Insurance" and "Insurance Adjustments" in the 
Biennial Repo~ probably include workmen's insurance as well 
as fire insurance. It it 1s true that no attempt has been 
made to keep tire insurance records apart from the records ot 
other insurance then fire insurance records are inadequate 
from that score. The amounts of the errors and the amount 
of the "Total Average Error" are so large in some cases that 
they at least tend to partly disprove the indicated probabilities. 
In some cases clerks had misunderstood what data we're 
called for in the questionnaire, and the letters or personal 
visits to the offices of the olerks correoted errors not 
shown 1 n this summary. 
'lIab le o. 1 
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Differences i n tot amount for the five y e r period 
'l'oLi1 1'0 1 
rrors i n ,rrors in ota.l rrors Letter t rror i n v- ~rror i n Irror i n v . ' rror in ot 1 ver e 
t ost dj s . (10 ..i!intries) sen t? osts Oos.ts -djustments dj u stments .;.:Irror 
~ 
3 :3 yes ------ ------ 45 .196 .. 91 1,.665. 3 1 , 5 . 63 
2 5 2 7 no r e ..,ords , 2781.78 556 . 36 31 . 86 15 .. 93 401.95 
3 0 0 0 yes ---- ----- --- ------- -----
4 0 3 3 yes ----- ---- 265 . 94 88 . 65 88 ... 5 
5 5 3 8 3 letters 3247 ~15 649. 53 1,.093. 29 3 4 0.43 542. 55 
6, 1 1 2 no 230 .37 230 . 37 100 . 00 100. 00 165 .18 
7 0 0 0 no ------ ------ ---- ------ ----
8 5 1 6 yes 1692.10 338.42 108 . 50 108. 0 300 .10 
9 2 0 2 yea 13.75 6.~87 ------- ------ 6.. 87 
10 3 1 4 yes 4000 . 00 1333 .. 33 86.12 86 .12 1,021 53 
11 1 0 1 yes 1. 0 1.00 ------- ------- 1.00 
12 4 2 6. yes 21 35 5 ~ 34 648.67 324.33 111.67 
14 3 0 3 no 2.96.25 98.75 ----.- ------ 98.75 
15 0 a 0 yes -.---- --- ------ ------- ------
13 0 0 0 yes ----- ---.----- ----- -~--- -------
16 5 1 6 yes 186.28 37'.25 35 .00 35.00 37.00 
17 1 2. 3 yes ,.12.7 .90 1,127.90 141.70 70.85 423.20 
18' 5 0 5 yes 674.26 134.85 ------ ------- 134 85, 
19 0 0 0 yes 
------ ------ ------ --- ------
20 5 0 5 yes 331 99 66.40 
------ -------
6. 40' 
21 4 1 yes 374.25 93.56 39.75 39.75 82 80 
22 1 1 2 no 54 18 34.18 184.12 184.12 104.57 
23> 1 1 2. yes 688. 13 688 .. 13 2,040.00 2 ,0;4.0.00 1,.364. 06 
24 5 0 5 yes i ,104 . 49 220 . 89 ------- ------ 220.89 
25 0 2 2 no 
------ ------, 143 . 61 76 ~80 76. 80 
Z6 0 0 0 yes ----- ------ ------- -------- -------
27 2 2, 4 yes ~ ~740 . 00 1,870.00 6,335.95 3.'167.97 2,516.49 
28 5 1 6 yes 1 ,.686.35 337.27 370.50 370.50 342 81 
29 1 Z 3 yes 170.60 170 60 31.13 15.56 67.Z4 
~O 5 2- 7 yes 533.05 106 61 186.47 93.2~ 102 80 
51 0 0 0 no 
- --- ----- ------ - .---- ------
52 4 0 4 no 1 ,273.,51 316.40 
------ ---- --
318.40 
33 1 1 2 yes I 20.10 20.10 200. 00 200 . 00 110.05 
34 1 1 2 yes 162.. 25 162. 26 8.37 8.37 85.31 
55 4 0 4 yes 632. 97 158. 24 
-------- --------
158.24 
36 2 0 Z yes· 212.05 106.02 
------- ------
106.02 
ota1s 81 33 114 or 32 311 55 '15 ~2,47 .89 462.06 355.12 
"Error means discrepancy between the two reports, ith no infere c as t o t he e l a bl ity of either report 
. ., 
18 
The table shows that only seven districts gave reports that 
agreed with those in the Biennial Reports on the bo items ot 
Insuranoe Premiums Paid and Adjustments Received. ot the 36 
distriots inoluded in the summary, wherein 360 entries were 
possible, 180 in Oosta and 180 in Adjustments, 81 errors were 
made in reporting costs and 33 in reporting adjustments, with 
a total of 114 errors, or 32%. During the five-year period a 
total error ot $40,484.01 is therefore involved, making the 
average error about 1355.12, a rather significant sum. The 
reason tor tewer errors in the adjustment column l1es in the 
tact that there were fewer entries to be recorded; no district 
had a tire each year and some had none during the five years. 
Only two answers can be given to explain this discrepancy; 
either the questionnaire method of lathering data is highly 
unreliable, which supposition, though generally true, 1s affected 
by the checking done and the f~ct that Superintendent Jensen 
called for the questionnaire as a special report from the clerks, 
or our insurance records in this state are reliable only as "far 
as they are translated correctly." 
If' our records ot the past five years are so inaccurate in 
the two items ot costs of insurance and adjustments received, 
what insurance data can one expect to find if he aims to trace 
conditione twenty years ago, tram all the different angles that 
should be studied in a good insurance report? Sinoe we do not 
19 
have unitor.m insurance records throughout the districts of the 
state, there are obviously distinct limitations drawn around the 
rel1.abl1ity and scope ot the survey in this study. 
As nearly as has been determined by the writer there is no 
district in the state that keeps an insurance record book 
wherein are kept camplete details of each policy. The usual 
procedure seams to be that the policies in force are kept on 
file at least until they expire, but camplete details are not 
recorded in an insurance book so that one might get the entire 
record of a given policy. The city school systems have better 
records than other districts keep. However, entries for pre-
miums paid and adjustments received are available in most districts, 
but they are recorded in the general voucher register of the 
district. 
Other causes of error were found to lie with the clerks who 
could not find exact data or interpret accurately the data 
found if the data in question were written pefore the time they 
became clerk. With all due respect to clerks of the districts 
for the work they have done and are trying to dOt, t t is bluntly 
suggested that before an efficient clerk is expelled to be re-
placed by another clerk at least the new clerk should be 
specifically trained for his office. 
20 
Insurance Law. ot Utah. 
'The laws ot Utah relating to tire insurance of school 
buildings are indeed hard to find. "There is nothing in, the 
insurance code which requires a school district to insure its 
buildings; I think that is a matter to be dete~1ned by the 
trustees. There is no specific amount of insurance that must 
be carried. There is nothing in the law to prohibit a district's 
1 
insuring with 8J1 authorized mutual company." 
No mention ,of insurance laws of school property i8 made 
in tne "School Laws of Utah". 
Regardless of the absence ot statutes speoificallY 
regulating school building tire insurance in Utah, it Is 
evident that school executives have seen wisdom in taking 
precautions against tire loss. WData do not prove that it 
does or does not pay to insure; data do show it pays to protect 
2 
against fire hazards." Every district pays some premiums 
each year, although same amounts are relatively insignificant. 
1- Letter from l.G.McQuarrie, ComDdssioner of Insurance 
April 12, 1932. 
2- Melchior "Insuring Public School Property." 
• 
In. this survey of school building insurance conditions in 
Utah, it 18 aimed to answer the following questions. 
1. What 1s the policy of Utah school board members toward 
tire insurance of school propertJ1 
2. Are utah school buildings adequately insured? 
3. What are the insurance rates paid by our schools? 
4. Have Utah schools proved to be good insurance risks 
during the past 12 years? 
What is the policy ot Utah school board members toward 
tire insurance ot school property? 
Although the state Bcho01 laws are silent on the matter of 
insurance ot school property, all districts carry some insurance. 
There is no uniformity as to the percentage ot insurance to 
value, rates paid, and detai1s at policies, however, as will be 
read from following tables. This insurance is written by 
conmercial insurance companies, which are tor the most part 
stock companies. 
Are Utah School BuUdings Adequately Insured? 
One of the major reasons offered by insurance executives 
tor their dislike ot school risks is that schools are otten 
insured to a low percentage to value. "Adequate" insurance 1s 
a relative figure, depending upon the hazards of a given risk 
and no definite percentage to value can be given Without con-
sidering the many factors ot hazard and financial. status of the 
insured. From policies examined and genere.1 reading done 
22 
in the field of insurance, it is concluded by the writer that 
an insurance ratio of 80% to value on buildings not fire-proof 
is the ideal most insurance writers strive to attain. ·Buildings 
highly fire resistant are often considered adequately ihsured 
if the ratio is 50% to 40% value. 
Again there are limitations to attempts in determing 
the ratio of insurance carried b.Y our school districts, for no 
uniform system of estimating.depreciation or changing economic 
conditions making for different property valuations is followed 
qy all districts. That buildings depreciate 2.5% to 5% annually 
is estima.ted by building experts;~ that economic conditions 
must be considered in appraisals is shown b,y the table of cost 
of school buildings in Wisconsin. 2 
Building Original Cost of Rep_ Cost of Rep_ 
Cost in 1914 in 1920 
Blaine $ 75,200 $106,800 $195,000, 
Bryant 41,600 57,600 105,000 
Carpenter 105,000 119,500 215,000 
Central 261,000 261,000 255,000 
Cooper 87,000 112,200 205,000 
Dewey 60,000 79,100 145,000 
Ericsson 100,400 121,700 220,000 
Franklin 15,500 15,000 155,000 
Howe 57,100 75,000 155,000 
Lincoln 42,250 54,900 100,000 
The report of all school buildings of Salt Lake Ci tyB shows 
the original total cost $8,165,400; equivalent cost of construction 
in 1950-31, $10,941,100; valuation 1951, $8,693,900; 
The appraisal ot this property shows a proTision has been made 
for depreciation. 
22B 
The following table has been prepared to show the ratio of 
insurance to present value carried upon school buildings in Utah. 
These buildings are classified in order to show whether or not we 
sacrifice some ot our risks at the expense ot others. 
1- Engelhardt "Public School Business Administration" Page 384 
2- Superior; Wisconsin SurveY-M 1925 
3- Annual Report, Board of Education --1930-1931 
4- "lchior, "Insurance ot Public School Property" 
~duoational report values are ten to twelve peroent 
below insurance sound values." 
~re than 50% of districts· give little if any attention 
. to appraisal of bUildings." 
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Table o. 2 
1 
S IN UTAH 
(Classified by Rooms) 
(One Room} o Rooms} (Three Ro oms} 
No. Ro. No . 10 . 
istrict Eldgs. V lue Rati o Rl dgs . Value Ratio Bldgs. 
Value tio Bl dge . v: lue tio 
Box Ider 7 20 , 705 58 5 ~ 42 , 4-64 43 % 5 . 4-5 , 890 50 /0 10 
'160 , 074- 58 fo 
Ipine 0 3 14-,785 70 0 
5 93 , 520 70 
Beaver 3 3 , 000 53 1 12 , 0 0 63 1 30 , 000 
83 0 i 
Uache 0 10 46 , 842 127 1 6 ,511 
107 9 145, 932 85 
Davis 0 0 1 15 ,.000 
17 2. 39 ,.000 33 
Du.ch.esne 5 4 ,130 73 6 20 , 407 82 6 37 , 623 62 
7 80,975 64 
:&nery 1 2 , 875 79 2 10,850 88 0 101,375 
77 
arfield 0 1 2 , 000 100 2 10,.000 70 1 6, 000 
50 
Granite Bl anket - 11 buildings insured to 70;h 
Iron 7 7 , 795 69 3 14- , 830 47 0 2 70,380 51 
Jordan Blanket - .11 buildings insured to 70/0 
Juab 1 1,200 83 0 0 2 19 , 500 5 
l...il1 d 4 3 , 068 82 5 11 , 845 67 0 8 151 , 356 78 
ebo 1 1,000 110 4 40 , 322 78 1 21 , 557 75 14 266 , 5 5 78 
Harth ummit 1 1 , 400 64 4 26 , 9 0 78 0 3 46 , 000 
78 
rk ity 0 0 0 1 
n ,ooo 86 
1 1~000 9 1 1 , 0 0 80 2 19 ,,000 79 5 93 ,700 93 
0 0 0 4 35 , 500 23 
an Juan 8 13 , 100 31 1 1 , 500 n one 2 2 , 500 none 0 
evier 0 0 2 49 , 486 71 12 235 , 51 84 
South anpete 1 6 , 000 67 1 1 , 0 0 75 2 11 , 000 5 2 34,000 59 
outh Summit 1 6, 000 7 0 3 12~ 00 5 2 34- , 000 59 
Tintic 2 4 , 203 48 0 1 9 , 000 50 1 28 ,124 79 
Tooele. 1 1 , 062 81 6 45 , 014 84- 3 44 , 625 80 3 47 , 500 5 
Uintah 1 1 , 000 80 5 20 , 700 78 4 14 , 000 83 9 76 , 500 71 
s tcll.. 0 0 1 12, 000 104- 3 40,000 51 
:lashiIloaoto n 2 2,500 8 5 11 , 400 81 3: 18,550 63 3 45 , 036 71 
[a.yn,e 2 1,500 67 1 5 , 000 80 2 13 , 000 69 4 29 , 000 72 
eber 0 1 4 , 000 50 2 22., 600 57 11 176,057 4-9 
Ogden 0 2 4,530 80 0 2 13, 000 79 
Looan 0 0 0 :3 74 , 4-71 61 
Provo 0 0 1 4 , 224 86 0 
Murry 0 2 10 , 000 55 0 1 12 , 000 79 
Sal t Lake 0 4 15,900 80 1 22 , 700 80 0 
Tot Is 49 81 , 538 60 73 79 46 21,2 6 72 135 2 , 166 , 068 70 
,1- "Actual Valuation" meaning Sound Value 
TAB 
(16-20 Rooms) (210m 1'8) (Totals) 
- 25 
T.betable Show. that about half the districts carry 
insurance Oil school property to • or nearly 80%. but that 
the state average 1s 64~t exclusive of two districts with 
higher rattos. Th. tact that the Salt Lake 01 ty district has 
so many large buildings that are insured to 3~ reduces the 
state figure consIderably. This means that school buildings 
in the state are about 10% below the ratio assumed to be 
desirable. Melchior found the median ratio ot insurance to 
value in liew York state to be 60%. 
Although insurance ratios in general are not definitely 
inadequate, 1t is true that there are districts unatle to 
proTide adequa te insurance. The loss ot Pangui toh High School 
carrying 371% insurance 1s ind.ed a definite example ot 
inadequate insurance. 
Perhaps schools in Utah are flarry-ing more insuranoe then 
schools in general usually earry due to the tact that many 
districts have a co-insurance clause attached to their policies. 
The co-insurance clause is a clause with a purpose to prevent 
underinsu,- ranee. This clause provides that the insured receives 
in adjustments just the percentage ot loss that the insurance 
carried is to the amount that should be carried. Thus, it a 
district has a building valued at .10,000 and the insurance 
policy carries a e~ co-insurance clause the district is 
68 000 insurance if it wishes to receive 
obliged to carry 9' • 
2& 
full adjustment, in cue of 10s8. It, however, tli. district 
carries only 16,000. in-uruc., it is carry-ins onl,. 7~ a8 
much a8 it should carry. Therefore, in case ottire the company 
will pay 7f11, of the 108s. 
The following districts in Utah carry co-insurance on school 
policies to the percentage specified. 
Alpin • ••••• 8~ Sevier ••••••• 8~ 
Cache •••••• 90 South Summdt •• 80 
Carbon ••••• 80 T1ntlc ••••••• 90 
Davis •••••• '10 Tooele ••••••• 80 
Duchesne ••• 70 U1ntah ••••••• 90 
Emery •••••• 80 Wasatch •••••• 80 
Iron ••••••• 70 Washington ••• 70 
juab ••••••• 80 Weber •••••••• 70 
Millard •••• 70 Salt Lake •••• 80 
Hebo ••••••• 80 Logan •••••••• 90 
Park C1 ty' •• 90 Ogden •••••••• 80 
Plute •••••• 80 Provo •••••••• 80 
Murray ••• gO 
There 1s little reason for believing that our less valuable 
buildings are sacrificed by insuring them at a lower ratio than 
our large buildings carry. Opposed to the principle that little 
insurance should be carried on small risks since a small 10S8 
can ea811y be replaced, is the principle that larger buildings 
are usually better built and better protected and are seldam 
total losses in case ot fire. The ratio to value of insurance 
in Utah schools classified by rooms 1s fairly uniform, with 
the ratio on buildings 21 roams or larger being the smallest. 
Such lack of uniformity as occurs is otten due to an exceptional 
case or two that are nottruly representative. 
2'1 
What are the Insurance Rates Paid by Utah School.' 
A comparison ot costs ot insurance .means: a comparison of 
rates. Rates are determined by1nsurence companies by means of 
mathematical procedure, covering conditions OTer many years. 
Rates tluctuate with econoodc conditions and fire losses, but 
the rates between companies on a specific risk remain fairly 
unifor.m. Rate making 1s classified into schedule rating and 
general classification rating. Under the to~r method a 
standard building in a locality is described and a rate 1s 
fixed. All other buildings insured in the vicinity are 
compared to this risk which for.ms a basic rate, tram which 
reductions are made and to which additions are made according 
to the particular teatures of hazard found in the risk to be 
insured. The general classification rating is in itself 
explanatory. 
Rates on Utah schools are based upon both methods, but the 
general classification method is used in most cases. The following 
1 
excerpt from a letter . will explain aome features of rates on 
school buildings in Utah. 
School buildings in this state are generally covered 
by insurance, although in certain cases the amount of 
insurance is probably not adequate. Our rates on 
school buildings, as well as other public propertiesJ 
1- Letter trom A.l. Snow, Chief Engineer, Board of Fire 
Underwriters of the Pacific, July 22, 1931. 
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does not take into consideration slight deficiencies in 
proteotion or construotion. The rates have been reduced 
to a very low figure which does not permit giving credits 
tor extinguishers and the like. The protection of the 
city or district in which the school is located is con-
sidered as well as the general construction, whether 
fire proof, jOisted brick with composition roof, brick 
with shingle roof, or frame. Except for these features 
the rates are practically on a flat basis. 
The following table will show the percentage of school 
property in each district insured at the various rates listed. 
Some districts have rates considerably lower than others, due 
to their superior buildings, better protection, or the fact 
that their policies contain co-insurance Clauses. 
Blanket insurance policies offer lower rates than general 
insurance policies, and at the same time they give good 
protection, One of the major reasons why more districts do not 
have blanket pqlicies, according to the clerks interviewed, is 
that Board members or influential citizens have exerted influence 
in distributing the school insurance to "their" companies. This 
reason is not in harmony with opinions given by almost every 
insurance man the writer has been able to interview, 1. e. school 
buildings are undesirable insurance risks. 
Tabl e No . 3 
TABLE SBOWniG PEOOENTAGE OF SCHOOL BUILDING PR PERrY IN UTAH I NSURED T RATES PER 11100 VALUATION 
(Term 
RATES 1.~ 
(Per $loof 1.05 1.12 1.80 1.30 1.'10 2.00 
Val. .M .~'1 • 15'15 .60 .63 .M .6'15 .68 .69 .'10 .'12 .'1 • .'15 .80 T.8'1 .go .95 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.215 1.35 1.60 1.90 2.25 
Alp1De :100 
leaftr 83 • 12 1 
\! 
Box Elder '1 .9 1 8 3 2 • 9 Bi 1. 1: 2 
Cache 10 '10 20 
Dayle :100 
Ouch.lIIle 26 ": 8 3 2 2 15 10 
"'17 :100 Oartleld 59 1'1 19 15 
Granlte :100 
Iron 9'1 1 1 i- t 
10rdan . : :lQQ . 
1uab 88 • 8 
!tau 96 • 
. 
. 
Ml1lard :100 
Beba :100 
Borth Sunmit 31 .9 '1 
" 
9 
Park C1ty :100 
Plute :100 
Rich :100 
San1uan 62 38 
SeYler :100 
South Sanpete :100 
South' SU1IIIl1 t 60 .0 
T1ntlc :100 
Tooele :l~P 
U1DUh 95 1 i Sf 
Wasatch 32 38 11 19 
W.ehlDgtcm 28 16 14 22 ~ . 2?J 1., 15 12 
.. li .. 
Wa1De ~ 12 1t 15 li 
Weber :100 
OgdeD :100 
Logan :100 
Provo :100 
Murray 35 .1 15 
" 
5 
Salt Lake Clty :100 
TO'l'AL (state) 30 ~ "1 2 9 ~ 2 '1 4 1 li 22 It • .a. i t i i • i • .Q. .l.. i • • • • • • 6 6 6 
RATES .M .5'1 .15'15 .60 .63 .64 .6'15 .68 .69 • '10 • '12 .'1' .75 .80 .8'1 .90 .95 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.25 1.315 1.60 1.90 2.25 
1.05 1.12 1.20 1.30 1.50 1.70 2.00 
• tee. thaD t ot 1 ~ 
50 
Insurance rates on school buildings in Utah range, therefore, 
between .54 and 2.25. 50%0·f the school property in Utah is 
insured at 54; 51% at .64 or less; and 92% £or .75 or less. 
The general causes for the differences in rates have been 
mentioned, i.e., superior buildings, better protection, and 
the co-insurance clause. Just how much each factor influences 
the rate it is hard to say, in a general statement. Something 
of the importance of co-insurance is indicated in the following 
tablel which shows the general prinoiple of co-insurance·in 
relation to rate reduction. 
Rate 
Table Showing ~he Variation in Premium Cost; Without and 
With Co-Insurance. Sound Value $40,000. 
Without With Co-insurance Clause of 
Co-ins. 50$ 60% 70% 80% 
$ .SO .64 .58 .528 ,.48 
90% 
.44 
Premium 320.00 128.00 159.00 147.84 155.40 158.40 
Maximum $4qOOO.OO $~O(]).OO ~,OOO.oO $28,000. 00 ~,ooo. 00 $ffipOO.OO 
Adjustment 
The table shows that $40,000 insurance on a building at a rate 
of $.80 without co-insurance would cost $320. Insurance.on the same 
building with co-insurance of 90% would cost $158.40. In case of a 
total loss the latter contract , however, would return only $36,000. 
School districts in Utah enjoying low rates all have co-insurance. 
This seems to indicate that co-insurance is an important factor in 
rate making. 
1- Engelhardt "Public School Business Administration1t p. 598 
Have Utah Schools Proved to be Good InsttraDle Risks 
During "the Past Tlrel ve Years? 
The most vital. question to be answered in this survey is 
the one ot 108s ratio to premiums on school building property. 
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If the loss ratio on school buildings in Utah has been lower than 
the loss ratio on all property insured against tire, then Utah 
school.s are good risks and there should be rate adjustment in 
recognition ot. the tact. If the loss ratio on Utah. schools has 
been higher than the general. property loss, then Utah schools 
are poor risks and the rates should be higb.er. 
The following tables Will show the actual loss ratio to 
premiums paid, which, unfortunately, is 56.2]& This tigure, taken 
over a period of 12 years, shows why our insurance writers in this 
state tell us our school. risks are poor risks. The reason tor this 
high loss ratio is definitely the large loss ot Millard High School 
in 1929. The $71,000. loss in Millard county represents 2~ of the 
total loss for 12 years. The loss ratio on all property in United 
states insured against tire (see tables 9 and 10) ranges between 
~ and 5$. The ratio of loss on all property in Utah insured 
1 
against tire during the 19 years 1909 to 1927 inclusive, was ~ 
Table No.5 gives premiums paid. by years, while table No.6 
reports adjustments received, by years. In each case totals appear 
on the margins, so that cauparisons can be made readily. 
3. - Tenth Biennia1 Report of CClDlD.1ssioner of Ins. of Utah, Page 11 
J 
i strict 
Alpine 
Beaver 
Box .!Slder 
Cache 
Carbon 
Davis 
Duchesne 
Emery 
Garfield 
Granite 
Iron 
Jordan 
Juab 
Kane 
i11ard 
organ 
ebo 
orth ~it 
Sevier 
Sout Sanpete 
South Stmmit 
Tintic 
Tooele 
Uintah 
Wasatch 
Washington 
Wayne 
Weber 
Ogden 
Logan 
Provo 
urray 
Salt Lake City 
FIRE SURANCE PREMIUMS P. BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF urm DURn G THE Y:E!ARS 1919 - 1930 CLUSIVE 
1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1980 
: 646.67: 1851.24: 2509.51: 1168.94: 1974.78: 2181.07: 1017.28: 2154.10: 2000.62: 1166.12: 1599.39: 1430.12 
* * * * * * 997.50 634.50 135. 1711.25 960.21 
1198.9 820.62 1073. 33 1204.70 1728.17 1722.89 1192 45 1673.82 1183.70 1096.00 1149.75 1258.13 981.76 
281.47 2409.30 1187.07 762.34 
809.67 1870.99 430.21 2141.02 
210.40 824.75 238.56 211.68 
85.75 
740. 
* 
1496.18 
270.00 
288.70 
* 276.98 
* 1111.56 
* 
56.00 
53 43 
* 
90.0 
* 225.39 
5 
924.28 
471.43 
672.43 
245.65 
* 
* 
228.88 
740 .00 
* 
3369.20 
350.00 
17.5 
103.50 
* 
20 .65 
53.43 
* 
* 
814.16 
520.00 
66 .60 
245 .65 
* 
* 
580.25 
740.00 
225.00 
208.45 
815.75 
12.50 
1258.48 1573.90 
135.00 150.00 
2680.08 949 .. 95 
58.50 
* * 
138.40 
145.00 94.00 
958.22 1930.17 
* * 
* 5 6.39 
* 
469.14 
243.57 
657 88 
245.65 
* 
* 
146.83 
* 
382 . 06 
386.75 
621.36 
555.24 
731.03 
187.50 
* 
185.50 
947,81 1193.13 1739.25 1911.79 
l,107.69 3,300.92 1,177. 00 6257.39 
3853.87 
3434.80 
814.48 
312.05 906.14 3844.21 1320.43 1419.69 3993.06 
430.51 2764.01 4356.42 480.48 3007.34 4429.74 
236 .25 262.50 810.23 338.75 638.62 1575.08 
2236.92 
506.96 
366.15 
548.00 
815.%5 
31.25 
394.75 
858.00 
300.63 
858. 0 
25.00 
404.20 
858.00 
37.50 
821.23 470.00 
858.00 858.00 
255 .00 37.50 
380 .75 
868.00 
78.40 
908.98 
854.00 
370 .00 
3793.40 2636 .72 841.53 6009.34 2460 . 30 2813.69 5516.29 3490 . 89 
332.75 113.75 430.08 514.97 881.19 763.96 
1097.03 760.81 4018.47 1405.38 595.69 4359.84 2298.92 210a.14 
503.00 103 50 456.17 427.98 
* * * 
86.25 
* 
382.23 92.25 
296.25 
------ 1810.55 210.00 607.50 1733.55 
472.75 
262.5 
210.00 907.50 2262.90 
213 00 
513.24 
* 
97 87 
146.83 
* 
68 .. 00 349.00 
958.16 2026.48 
521.9 5 9.5 
856.5 
1 6. 
* 
585.99 
499.90 
859.02 
4 .00 
201.41 
160.0 
76.96 540 . 0 
* * 68 • 3 338.95 338.95 338.9 
148.00 
941.73 
581.00 
701.03 
245. 77 
172.53 
151.50 
714 .70 
148.00 70.75 
725.90 1091.59 
731 . 00 2600.73 
296.25 
480.19 
170 .87 
744.70 
244.80 
424.134 
192 .00 
793.46 
638.62 1465 . 43 
649.6 564.80 
261.22 108.57 
176.25 109.02 
565.53 1012.24 
6057.60 496.00 
501. 24 405.28 
080. 1958.0 
77 .40 637.8 
46 .5 
24 • 
418.27 247.50 
166 70 2015.72 
730.28' 564.92 
45.00 
241.41 
161 
73 33 
241.41 
125.75 
422 .74 
86.1 
1270.54 
34.18 58.73 246 . 2 
964.78 2883.00 978.20 
218.35 175,76 1068.73 
110.65 
842.39 
3214.52 
48.75 219 75 
1138.12 351.21 
2376.30 1373.30 
297 00 
838 85 
994,05 
467.46 1597,70 
337.18 1022,10 
52 .35 174.65 
120.00 118.75 
911. 3 1062.60 
449. 76 4336 .86 
387 54 1021.02 
564.80 745.50 
229 50 700.84 
106.25 156 .00 
681. 00 372.00 
2462 . 58 2634 .43 
682.57 932.95 217.35 1587.13 ' 511.25 14 7 40 1139.46 12 .55 
726.00 100.50 475.90 
501.19 2 ~.13 516.19 
306.44 1390.22 1080 77 
1266 . 20 328.20 528. 26 
139.38 218.13 516 . 19 
8110. 35 12652.64 14517.80 
366,50 
217.50 
390.06 
251.02 727.00 60.50 272.35 
92 .17 159.43 452.56 88~28 154.85 
5898.07 2126 .75 8830 , 03 13319.59 5269,94 7820 .~5 12118.85 12391.84 9831.33 
Total 
Prami UIIlB 0 
'19,699.~ 
4,438.4 
16,284.22 
22,526.55 
24,662.15 
6,527.45 
5,331.87 
9,863.50 
1,072.15 
35,259.92 
3,941.70 
20,289.81 , 
2 ,974 .83 
558.75 
10,011.83 
3.1ZG 2.9 
15, 32 .11 
4,602. 5 
3,909 6 
1,929. ~4 
52 .75 
1,540 .. 91 
9,488.51 
5,158.48 
1,635.90 
9,238.92 
13,832.01 
9,747.44 
5, 9 . 0 
2,592.50 
1 , 315 .27 
11,904.64 
28, 280 .23 
9,486.59 
4,953.43 
3 , 436.56 
112,887.74 
ble ro o 4 
Total 
Adjustments Bectd. 
1P 4,906.91 
31.86 
1,200.00 
865.94 i 
57,828.290 
100.00 
1,750.000 
15,108.50 
00.00 
208.12 
o .00 
19,1811: 34 
00.00 
00.0 
71,000.00 
135.00 
141.70 
0.00 
o .00 
00.00 
39.75 
1,184.82 
2 , 4 .9 
3,637.04 
897.95 
350.41 
6,631.86 
370.50 
7,531.13 
416 .47 
00.00 
620.05 
4,750.42 
8.37 
00 .0 
00.00 
48.158.03 
Ratio 
4 
256 
Ii! 
33 
154 
o 
t 
o 
94 
o 
o 
70 
3 
1 
o 
o 
7 
77 
55 
4 
50 
4 
150 
17 
o 
5 
17 
o 
o 
o 
42 
TOTALS 18,504.92 30,021. 30 29,84D.75 43,151.37 35.547.26 55,075.53 443,763. 36 '249,222.39 56.2 ~ 
1198.90 ~24J930.4 38,306.22 27,879.59 48 , 28~9~v~69  ______ ~4~8~.~90~1~.~2~7 ________ 4~2~.~1~1~6~.:1~3 ______________________________________________________ _ 
ADJS . BEO tD $ 3,173.49 
38,688.36 
* Records not available 
496 0 74 
15,000.00 
"RatiO" - Ad 'ust ments re ceived to r emiums paid 
16,685.87 1,908.68 28,404.73 77,14 9.55 
25.924. 9 27.983.83 11,449.34 2,357.21 
Tabl e No. 5 
0]1' FIRE LOS STRICTS 19 9 - 1930 
"'0 1 D1 nict 19 1920 1927 1930 ts Rec'd. 1d t1 
1.1 111_ 5.25 319 .13: 17 .53: *,.906.91 19,699.84 25 ~ Beav_r 
* * • * • • 25.00: 6.86: 31.86 4,'38.46 :r ox Elder : . 120 .00 1.20 .00 16. .22 
" 
. 
i 
C e 709.4 38.75: 4 Carbon . 34 : 93.7 :28, 05.64: 39 .60. 256 . 
Tis 1 .00 : t 
1750. 5,331- 7 
: 150 • 0: 108.5~ 9,86 • 0 14 
.072.15 
65.53: • 2 : 6.12: .7 208 12 3 ,259.92 Iron o • , 41.70 J o • 01~ 496.74 : :18 69.40: 54.1 19,184..34 20 , 2 9 .. 81 94 
J uab o .00 2 ,97 .83 0 
ane * * * 
.. 
* * * * * 00.00 558.75 0 . . 1lard :710 O. 71,0 .0 10, 11.83 700 
50.00 : 5 .00 : 5. 13 .00 3. "'2.29 3 
126.7 15.0 1-tl.70 15,432.11 1 t • • • • • 00.00 4,602.8 0 
o ty 00.00 3,909.96 0 ute o • 1.929.24 Rich • • *' • • *' 9.7 39.'1e 525.75 
" 
San Juan . 1 O. 1.184.82 1,540.91 77 . ~v r • • • • • 124.93" 2,164.93 9.488.51 23 outh Se.npet 3637.04: ,. 3.637.04 5.158.48 7o§-
outh t • • 2 • 123.11 754.34 897.95 1.635.90 ~5 'rllltic 263,.;87: 88.54: 350.41 9,238.92 4 Tooele 6426.55: 90.60: 114.71 6.631.86 13.832.01 50 
Uintah 370.50: 370.50 9,747.44 4 Wasatch 7500.00 : 12.00: 19.13 : 7,531.13 5,g99, 0 150 Waah1.ngt n • • • • 8.68: 30.00 : 200.00: 177.79 416.47 2,592.50 17 
Wayne • • • 00.00 1,315.27 0 
Weber 6.09: 613.96 620.05 11,904.64 5 
Ogden 4249.15 : 278.89: ~2.38: 200.00 4,750.42 28,280.23 17 
Logan 8.37: 8.37 9,486.59 0 
ProTO 00.00 4,953.43 0 
urray 00.00 3,436.56 0 
Salt Lake Oity 3173.49 : 34375.20 : 5269.94: 329.47 : 5010.93 : 48,158.03 112,887.74 42 
TOTALS f 3,173.4? 496.74 15,585.87 1.908.68 28,404.73 77,149.55 249 .. 222.39 443,7l>3 • .36 56.2 % 
38,688.36 15,000.00 25,?24.59 27 ,983.83 11.449. 34 2.357.21 
emiums 18,504.92 30,021.30 29:; 840 .75 43,151. 37 5 ,547.26 55,075.53 
Paid 1198.90 24 ,930.43 38,305.22 27,~79.59 48, 2.89 69 48,901. 27 42,116.13 
• Records not available 
"Ratio" - Adj ust ment s eceived t o Premiums Pa id 
}4. 
1919 .... 19 0 Ta ble 0 6. 
1918 1919 1920 1921 1924 1925 1926 1927 192 1929 1930 TO 
ount 
de 50. 1 1 2 4 16 
50, to 199. 1 2 2 1 3 18 
200. ttl 4 • 1 1 1 2 1 9 I 
500. to 99 • 2 1 1 4 
1000 to 1999 1 1 1 1 4 
2000 t 2999 1 2 
• 
300 t 4999 1 1 1 1 4 
500 • t 7999. 2 1 1 4 
8000 t 9999. 0 
10000 t 14999. 0 
15000. to 19999. 1 1 2 
20000. to 29999. 1 1 2 
30000 to 3999 • 1 1 
40000. to 49999. 0 
0000. to 59999. 0 
600 OQ to 69999. 0 
70000. to 7 9 • 1 
T 1 3 4 4 4 1 4 6 7 
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The experience ·of the Bear River Mutual in school building 
insurance .in Utah does not show such a large loss ratio. This 
company offers five year protection for nearly the same premiUIh. 
that other companies have given three-year protection. 
The summary of all policies written and all adjustments 
paid on school buildings in Utah since 1916 follows: 1 
.. 
Year- Policies Premiums Losses 
Written Received Paid 
1916 8 $163.00 
1917 11 251.00 ' 
1918 18 298.00 
1919 7 157.00 $56.00 
1920 0 
1921 8 188.00 
1922 10 210.00 
1925 10 224.00 
1924 0 
1925 2 556.00 
1926 21 611.00 1110.00 
1927 1 11.00 
1928 4 267.00 
1929 2 122.00 6.55 
1950 1 538.00 
1951 1 41.00 2.70 
Total 104 $5178.25 $1155.25 
Loss Rat~o 56.5% 
This loss ratio is considerably lower than other companies 
have experienced with Utah school risks, and tends to indicate 
that 56.2% is too heavily influenced b,y the one large loss. Al-
though the scope of this business was limited, yet the selection 
of desirable risks and efforts to prevent fire were partly responsible 
for the ratio. 
1- Data gathered Qy the writer from record kept ~ the company 
Some Features ot Fire Insurance Policies Carried by 
Three Schobl Districts ot Utah 
An interesting comparison might be made of insurance 
conditions in Utah by a mor~ complete analysis of policies 
carried by three school districts. These comparisons will 
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show that there is very little uniformity in same details of our 
insurance. 
The policies covering the insurance of school buildings at 
the present time in Box Elder, Cache and Logan districts were 
examined, and the following facts were found: Box Elder has many 
policies,Cache has tew. Loga.n .pays one rate, Cache four rates and 
Box Elder tl'telve rates. Cache insures most school property with 
mutuals; Logan distributes 72% to stock companies, 26% to mutuals 
and 3% to a Lloyd company, while 95% of the insurance:' in Box Elder 
is carried by stock companies. 
Box Elder has no policy larger than $13,OOO,most of the 
policies being less than $4000. while Cache carries no policy 
under$4000. and has one policy over $400,000. 
In ~~ycases Box Elder pays different rates on the same 
building for policies issued by the same company. There seems 
to be no satisfactory answer to explain the grea.t variation in 
rates on a given building, although two answer.s·. are given: 
1. Rates fluctuate and policies have different detes. 
2. Same policies are written upon the contents of the 
buildings. 
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FIlm INSUBANCE POLIOIES CARRIED BY CACHE AND LOGAN 
SOHOOL, DISTRICTS· 1931 
RATE PER $100 TERM 3. YEARS 
District Company Writing In •• Policy Rate 
CACHE Hartford Fire IDS. Co· 15500.00 .614 
Niagara ~1re Ins 79,000.00 .614 
Ne. York Underwriters 8,000.00 .60 
Utah Home J'ire 25.000.00 .60 
Fidelity Fire 5,500.00 .60 
North Western MUtual 449.800.00 .63 
North Western MUtual 130.000,00 .68 
Hartford Ina. 72,000.00 .60 
North Western Mutaul 28,000.00 .63 
Borth Western MUtual 4,500.00 . .63 
LOGAN North Western Mutual $50,000.00 .675 
Oregon Mutual 11.1!55.00 .675 
Oregon Mutual 25,000.00 .67.5 
Eureka 75,095.00 .675 
Ina. Co. ot B.A. 2,000.00 .675 
Ins. Co. at N.A. 1,500.00 .675 
Ins. Qo. at N.A. .8,000.00 .675 
Ina. Co. ot N.A. 1,500.00 .675 
Be. York Underwriters 13,000.00 .675 
He. York Underwriters 7,600.00 .675 
~ter.mountatR Llo7da 10,000,00 .675 
Firemen's Fund 12,000.00 .675 
J1i remen t s Fund 1.000,00 .675 
J'iremen t s JIund 1,000.00 .675 
)'iremen's Fund 9,600.00 .675 
Home Fire of Utah 8,100.00 .675 
Milwaukee Merchants 10,000.00 .675 
Merch8l1 t8' Fire Co. 13,600.00 .6'15 
Security Insurance 4,000.00 .675 
Security Insurance 11,000.00 .675 
Continental IDa. 5,000.00 .675 
Royal. Insuranee Co 7,600.00 .675 
Boysl Insurance Co 11,350.00 .675 
Home Fire ot New York 2,700.00 .675 
Home Pire ot N •• York 6,100.00. .675 
Associate Fire and Marlne12,000.O .675 
DetrOit J1ire and Marine 1,900.00 .675 
UrbalD8 Fire IDS. Co 9,100.00 .675 
Lincoln Fire Ina. Co 10,000.00 .675 
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FIRE INSURANCE POLICIES CARRIED BY BOX ELDER DISTRICT ],931 
Rate Per $100 TorJil 3 Years 
School Company writing policy Amount Rate 
BEAR RIVER HIGH SCHOOL 
New York Underwriters $5000. .75 
National Underwriters 5000. .75 
Utah Home Fire 6000. .75 
Connecticut Fire Ins. Co. 5000. 1.15 
'" 
Merchants t Fire 5000. .75 
Home Insurance (Ute.h) 5000. .75 
Utah Hame Insurance 5000. 1.35 
N1agra Fire 5000. 1.15 
Ins. Co. of North America 5000. 1.35 
Utah Home Fire Ins. 2500. 1.15 
Niagra Fire 7500. 1.15 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 4000. 1.15 
Niagra Fire 6500. .75 
Ins. Co ot N. A. 5000. 1.00 
Ins. Co ot N. A. 5000. 1.00 
BOX ELDER HIGH SCHOOL 
Franklin Fire Ins. Co. 1500. 6.00 
Ins. Co. ot N. A. 4000. .75 
Connecticut Fire SOOO. .75 
Franklin Fire 4500. .75 
Qu.en Fire Ins. Co. 5000. .90 
Utah Heme Fire 2000. 1.10 
Connecticut Fire 2000. .75 
Utah Home Fire 3000. .90 
Ins. Co. ot N. A. 5000. 1,,10 
Connecticut Fire 5000. .90 
Eureka Security 6000. .75 
Hame Fire Ina. 00. 5000. .90 
Milwaukee Mere. Fire Co. 5000. 1.00 
Utah Home Fire 2000. .90 
Connecticut Fire 5000. .75 
Fidelity Phonix 10000. .75 
Fidelity Phoenix 3000. .75 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 5000.· .75 
Firemen t 8 Ins. Fund 10000. .75 
Firemen t a Ins. Fund 5000. .90 
Franklin. Fire Ins. Co. 13000. .90 
Franklin Fire Ins. Co. 2000. 1.60 
1- This policy written on the bleachers in stadium 
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Fir.Insurance Policies of Box Elder Di.strict- Continued 
BEAR RIVER CITY Amount Rate 
Security Ins. Co. $1000. .75 
Fidelity Fire 7000. 1.10 
Seouri ty Ins. Co. 1000. 1.00 
Seourity Ins. Co. 1000. 1.00 
Bear River Mutua1 * 2000. 1.00 
BOOTHE VALLEY 
Hartford Fire Ins. Co. 1500. . 2.00 
.. BLUE CREEK 
Connecticut Fire 2000. 2.00 
BOTHWELL 
Security Ins, Co. 1500. 1.15 
Ins. 00. ot N. A. 2000. 1.35 
CENTRAL SCHOOL 
Firemen' s Fund 3000. .75 
Home Fire of New York 4000. 1.10 
Utah Home Fire 4000. .90 
Milwaukee Merc. 2000. .85 
National Underwriters 3000. .85 
Mercantile Fire 2000. .90 
National Underwriters 1000. .90 
Ut ah Rame Fire 5000. .90 
Home Ins. ot New York 4000. 1.15 
CORINNE 
Stuyvesant Ins. Co. 2000. .75 
Bear Hi Tar Mutual. * 3000. 1.00 
CLEAR CREEK 
Home Fire of N. Y. 2000. 2.00 
COLLINSTON 
Utah Home Fire 2000. 1.35 
DEWEYVILLE 
Stuyvesant Ins. Co. 750. .75 
Utah Home Fire 1750. .75 
Hame Ins. Co. ot N. Y. 750. .75 
Bear River MUtual * 2000. 1.00 
Hame Fire ot N. Y. 3000. 1.15 
Utah Home Fire 1750. 1.15 
Fidelity Phoenix 2000. 1.15 
* All policies ot Bear River Mutual. 5 year term - others 3 
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Fire Insurance Policies ot Box Elder District - Continued 
ELWOOD 
FIELDING 
GARL .. f.t..ND 
GROUSE CREEK 
HONEYVIlLE 
HOVlELL 
JUNCTION 
. LINCOLN 
w. V. CALL 
MANTUA 
PROMONTORY 
Beer River Mutual * 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 
Ins. 00 otN. A. 
Security Ins. Co. 
Firemen's Fund 
Utah Home Fire 
Firemen t sFund 
Hartford Ins. Co. 
Ut ah Hane Fire 
Utah Home Fire 
Queen Ins. Co. 
Merchants' Fire Co. 
Connecticut Fire 
Firemen t s Fund 
Home Fire ot New York 
Hartford Fire Ins. Co. 
Fidelity Phoenix 
Bear River Mutual * 
Connecticut Fire 
Security Ins. Co. 
Hame Fire ot New York 
Home Fire of New· York 
Eur~ka Security 
Hartford Fire 
Franklin Ins. Co. 
Queen Ins. Co. 
Eureka Seourity 
utah Home Fire 
North Western National 
National Union Fire 
Eureka Security 
Firemen t s Fund 
Home Fire of New York 
Bear River MUtual 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 
Home Fire ot New York 
EAST PROMONTORY 
.Amount 
$2000. 
2000. 
1000. 
3000. 
2000. 
2000. 
3500. 
2000. 
4000. 
4000. 
4000. 
1400. 
1500. 
1400. 
1200. 
2000. 
2000. 
3000. 
2000. 
2000. 
1500. 
500. 
2000. 
5000. 
1000. 
3000. 
3000. 
3000. 
1500. 
3000. 
3000. 
3000. 
2500. 
5000. 
2000. 
2000. 
Rate 
1.00 
1.35 
1.35 
1.15 
1.35 
1.35 
.75 
.75 
1.05 
1.05 
1.05 
1.15 
1.35 
1.35 
1.15 
1.00 
.75 
1.00 
.75 
1.15 
1.35 
2.00 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.90 
.75 
.90 
.75 
.85 
.85 
.70 
1.15 
1.00 
.75 
2.00 
National Union Fire 1500. 2.00 
* Bear River MUtual policies for 5 year terms. 
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-Fire Insurance Policies of Box Elder District - Continued 
PORTAGE 
PARK VALLEY-
PERRY 
PENROSE 
PLYMOUTH 
RIVERSIDE 
ROSETTE 
SNOWVn.LE 
TREMENTON 
THATCHER 
WILLARD 
YOST 
Hame Fire of New York 
Home Fire of New York 
Firemen t s Fund 
Connecticut Fire 
ConnecticutFlre 
Connecticut Fire 
Alianc. Fire 
Seouri ty Insurance 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 
Security Ins. Co. 
Utah Home Fire 
Hartford Fire 
Firemen' s Fund 
Firemen t s Fund 
Utah Home Fire 
~ueen Insurance Co. 
Home Fire of New York 
Utah Home Fire 
Utah. Home Fire 
Bear River Mutual 
Seourity insurance 
stuyvesant Ins. 
Security Ins. 
Ins. Co. of N. A. 
Securi ty Insurance Co. 
Security Insurance Co. 
Bear River Mutual 
Security Ins. 
Securi ty Ina. Col 
Security Ins. Co. 
stuyvesant Fire 
Security Ins. Co. 
Bear Rlver l~tual 
Bear River MUtual 
Hartford Fire 
Hartford Fire 
Amount 
$5000. 
5000. 
3000. 
2000. 
2000. 
3000. 
2000. 
3000. 
2000. 
4000. 
2000. 
2000. 
1000. 
2000. 
2000. 
3000. 
1000. 
4000 •. 
2000. 
5000. 
3000. 
2000. 
1600. 
1100. 
1600. 
1000. 
2000. 
4000. 
5000. 
1000. 
1000. 
2000. 
3000. 
1000. 
2200. 
2000. 
Rate 
.75 
.75 
.75 
1.35 
.90 
1.35 
.75 
1.35 
'1.15 
1.00 
1.35 
1.15 
.75 
1.35 
1.35 
1.25 
.75 
1.35 
1.15 
1.00 
1.25 
.75 
1.05 
1.25 
.75 
.90 
1.00 
1.00 
.75 
.75 
1.35 
1.35 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.15 
!ACHE DISTRI T 
1 5 3 1 10 
5 StOQ 0 anies carry 20% ot the business 
1 .1utua1 carries ~ ot t la bus imss 
ED BY THREE SCHOOL 
(Number ot policies. amounts, rates) 
LOGAN DISrRI T 
29 29 
19 Stock 00 • 
2 utua1s 
1 Llo 
72 % bUS -.IWSS 
25 ~ bus4nes 
3 % bu line s 
TOTALS 1 
Tabl o . 7. 
BOX 
39 4 15 18 4 4 19 3 20 1 6 134 
19 StOQ pan as carry 95 % ot the hu ines s 
1 .utua1 carries 5 % ot t.he business. 
• 
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Is the System ot School Building Insurance Practiced in 
Utah an Eeonomical System? 
The following questi.ons are proposed as bases upon which to 
tor.mulate and answer to the general question: 
1. \Vhat are the basic principles underlying the science of 
fire insurance? 
2. Do risks show enough uniformity that one can generalize 
tram conditions in Utah over the past twelve years to 
predict the future? 
3. Are there some causes of fires so important that their 
correction would materially reduce the numbers of fires? 
4. What portion of the fire insurance premium is actually 
expended in replacing property destroyed by fire? 
5. Are school buildings good insurance risks? 
6. What systems of fire insurance are practiced today and 
what are the advantages and limitations of each? 
7. Vlhat advantages do Utah schools enjoy that might fi t them 
for choosing a given system? 
What are the Basic Principles underlying the Science of 
Fire Insurance? 
These principles, gleaned from writers in the field of 
insurance, 1 are not direct quotations, but are briefly enumerated 
with no attempt made to secure coherence. Insurance is preeminently 
social in nature; it represents in the highest degree cooperation 
for mutual benefit. 
Insurance is not a scheme wherein the insured may profit at 
the expense of the insurer, in case of fire. 
Insurance is the exact opposite of gambling. Gambling creates 
a hazard by introducing a risk; insurance neutralizes the existing 
risk. 
Mowbray, "Insurance; Its Theory and Practice in the United States" 
Hardy, "Risk and Risk bearing" 
Riegel and Loman "Insurance Principles and Practices 
Huebner "Property Insurance" 
The acience ot tire insurance is based upon the sound value 
ot property insured and ita probability ot destruction. 
The person in$ured must pOBsess insurable interest or a real 
interest in the subject matter insured. 
'!'he risk must be a real risk and improtant enough to warrant 
a contract. 
It 1s necessary that the hazard involved be capable ot 
approxtmate mathematioal calculation. 
Insurance involves the accumulation ot large funds to meet 
future continginoes. 
The tund must be availablle step by step 88 destructible 
property Is acquired. 
A wide distribution ot risks reduces the variation in losses 
tram year to tear and cons6quently renders the operation ot the 
insurance business more certain and sure. 
In the operation ot a selt-insurance system the larger the 
area over which the risks are distributed, and the larger .. d 
wider and more varied the risks, the more nearly does it approaoh 
the risk assumed by insurance companies. 
Large catastrophes prevent the proper working ot the law of 
average. The law ot average means random selection ot risks 
It 1s essential to the law ot average that the size ot the 
individual risk shall not vary too greatly. The maximum risk 
which will be accepted depend';s to a large extent upon the size 
ot the insuring company. 
When a company assum.,s a risk too large it usually ra.insures, 
a part ot the risk wi th larger canpanies. 
"It a 10S8 occurs in a district carrying insurance, the 
future generation benetits by a amall present expenditure; it no 
insurance 1s oarried, the pre,sent and future genera.tions pay the 
loss; it insurance is carried. and no loss occurs, neither the 
present nor the future taxpayer is directly benefitted." 1 
1 .. Melchior, "Insuring Public School Property." 
Do Ri.ska Show Enough Uniformity That 'One Can General:i.ze hem 
Conditions in Utah OVer the Past Twelve Years to Predict 
the Future? 
The science at tire insurance is the application of' the law 
ot average. It is essential to the law ot average that a wide 
ssm.pllng, both as to time, place, and kind of risk be made before 
generalities can be drawn with assurance. Our experience in Utah 
in the past 12 years may or may not be our experience during another 
similar period. The fact that school riSks are well scattered is 
a point in tavor ot uniform! ty of si.ze of' losses, but the tact 
~hat sane of our buildings represent risks with large expectation 
of 108s means that a single large loss would upset our calculations. 
Table 8 following 1 pictures the loss ratio ot adjustments 
paid to premiums received on eJ.l property in United States insured 
against tire 1860 to 1913. The larger moral hazard ot insuring 
all kinds ot property against tire usual1y shows 1 tsalt by larger 
fire losses during times of depression. Since this table is not 
a picture of school. losses only, it should merely be interpreted 
to represent the fluctuation of fire losses. 
From the table it is clear to see that the true loss ratio 
in insurance must be drawn from. conditions over a number ot years, 
representing :many risks. A single risk is no indicator; a few 
risks are also practically worthless for prediction purposes,. and 
it 1s only with many years of experience with many risks that 
re11ability of prediotion 1s attained. 
1 - Actuarial Bureau, National Board. of Fire Underwriters. 
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N P, S . 
Year 
1866 
1871 
1872 
1904 
1906 
lace 
Portland, e. 
Ohicago, Ill. 
. Boston, ass. 
Bal timore , d. 
San !'ranc1 seo 
Fro 
oss 
-, 10,000,000 
168,000,000 
75,000,000 
50,000,000 
350 , 000,000 
Table ~o . 8. 
(Nat1ona Boa d of Fire nderwriters 
olicy ol de r s' ~~~ p t r ex p . 128 - 932 
T e J.e~t ' t ]o~pany 
46. 
'. 
Table ot Number of School J'ires Occurring In Ten Years 
in New York 01 ty, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Bal timor.. 1 * . 
Year N. Y. San. Phil. Bali;. Total. 
1918 40 1 5 '1 53 1919 23 4 5 ·6 38 
1920 54 10 9 9 82 
1921 41 11 6 7 65 
1922 48 18 8 6 80 
1923 49 11 19 6 85 
1924 49 11 12 4 '16 
1925 48 20 16 8 92 
1926 43 12 16 16 87 
1927 41 5 17 5 68 
Upon the facts in the foregoing tables 1t 1s us.afe to 
assume that the school IUl1ding fire loss in Utah wlll be 
uniform fram year to year. No· steps should be taken to 
establish a new fire insurance system unless provision is 
made to care for the large and dangerous risks. 
Although the number of tires occurring in New York City 
remained fairly constant during the ten year period, 
San Frarucisco had twenty times the number of school fires 
in 1925 it had in 1918. 
l-"School Fires", National Fire Protective Association 1931 
4'1 
Are There Some Oauses of Fins 80 Important; that their 
Correction Would Material.ly Reduce the Number of Fires? 
The fundementalc8uae ot tires i8 carelessness' in various 
forms, such 88 neglect of heating apparatus, the use ot open 
flame l~ghts under dangerous conditions, carelessness with 
matches and smoking materials, rubbish accumulations and similar 
preventable causes. The National Fire Protection Association 1* 
has estimated that at least 80% of the school tIres are pre-
ventable, and indeed a~oBt all causes are preventable, since 
lighting rods reduce the 108s of what is otten considered to 
be an unpreventable oause. There is every reason to believe 
that property tires would largely disappear if vigilant watch 
and oonstant effort were expended in fire prevention. 
Reference to the tollowing tables will show that the causes 
ot school tires are not particularly different from other 
occupancies, as the seTen 1t8ms responsible tor 80% of the known 
causes of 575 school fires are among the important causes ot 
general property destruction by tire. These' causes are clues 
tor a pro~ ot prevention. 
1- Bulletin "School Fires" 1931 National Fire Protection 
Assooiation Boston, Mass. 
OaUS8S ot 575 School Fires ''1 * 
Electrical' Causea-----------------------------,--------20% 
Spontaneous Generatl~n--------------------------------l3%' 
Smoklng-Matches--------------------------,--,---------12% 
Detective or OVerheated Heating Equipment-------------ll% 
Defective or Overheated Flue or Ohimney----------------10% 
Inc8'Mi a~---.----~- .. --------~~-----------.. ----,-.. --------- 8% 
Sparks on Wo~den Shingle Roof------------------------- 6% 
The four highest ranking causes of another study 
of school fires years 1916 to 1920, inclusive, representing 
83% of the known causes are: 2 
Stoves, furnaces, boilers and their pipes-------------33% 
Defeotive chimneys and flues--------------w-----------23% 
Sparks on the roof------------------------------------14~ 
Matches and Smok1ng-----------------------------------13% 
The seven highest ranking causes of general fire loss 
in the United States in 1921 and 1922 were: 3 
'Ex:poa"Ur.-~--------... -.---~--.. -----... .-.------,..,--------~----.... ----~-30% 
Matches and Smoking-----------------------------------l5% 
Detective chimneys------------------------------------lQ% 
Spontaneous combustion-------------------------------- 9% 
Stoves, furnaces, boilers and their pipes------------- 8% 
Electrlc1ty-----------~-~~~--~~--~----~~---~~~--~~~--- 7% 
Sparks on a shingle root------------------------------ 7% 
That artificial heatIng and lighting are responsible 
for a large percentage of property tires is further proved 
by the following table, which gives the estimated fire losses 
1- flSchool Yiresn Bulletin N. F. P. A. 1931 
2- "Safegaurding Ameriaa Against F1rew Bulletin N. F. P. A. 
3- Report of Actuarial Bureau National Board Fire U. 
1 
by months for the past five years. 
Estimated Fire Losses By Months for Five Years 
(In U.S. and Canada) 
January $209,548,000.00 1l.0% 
February 185,081,580.00 9.5 
March 184,281,406.00 9 .. 5 
April 198,505,791.00 10.5 
May 147,225,750.00 7.7 
June 150, 704·,129.00 7.0 
July 159,911,645.00 7.4 
August 156,547,572.00 7.2 
September 122,846,611.00 6.4 
October 128,108,759.00 6.7 
November 151,048,777.00 7.0 
December 188,782,253.00 10~O 
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Utah, and indeed any other state might easily profit 
from these experiences. Even in New York City, Melchior2 
found heating apparatus and defective flues and chimneys 
charged with 76% of the loss on school buildings, or three 
times as much as any other known cause; 82% of the losses 
were due to causes classified as strictly preventable. 
Since school buildings generally are more or less 
isolated the great cause of general fires, exposure, is less 
important as a cause of school fires. Utah enjoys more 
isolation in school building risks than do some states in the 
Union, although Utah is definitely a village st~te. 
1- Condensed from a table in Bests Insurance Guide, 1951 page 492 
2- Melchior tfInsurance of Public School Propertyll - 1927 
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'l'hat the tire 108se8 in Utah schools over a period ott •• lve 
years have resulted in the return to the districts ot 5&.2 
premiumspald. whl1ethe national ratio tor seTen y-ears wa. 
, * 43.84 for 8c~ools 1 and 46.71 tor dwellings. indicates that 
something 1,s lacking, in effort of fire preven tioD amoDg' our 
schools. The tact that 27~ ot these losses Is represented 
in on.. risk and that the loss ratio ot all school buildings 
exoept this one risk, has been 41~ explains our high loss 
but does not guarantee 1 t will never happen again. 
It would seem that Utah schools might concentrate eftort 
upon the great cause of school tires, artificial heating and 
lighting, and with a meager inves~ent realize actual profit 
as did Manhattan, Kansas. By removing existing fire hazards 
at a cost of $124.30. Manhat"tan was able to reduce insurarice 
rates $544.96 tor the year's premiums and $179. for eaoh 
succeeding year. 2* 
1- Confidential Report ot National Board ot Y1re Underwriters 
for 1922 to 1928 
2- "Bewri ting School Property Insurance at Manhattan, Kansas." 
American School Board Journal 76; 172; June. 1928. 
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What PortiOJl of tlle Fire Insurance Premium Charged by 
Stock Oompanies is AotuallyExpended in Beplaoing Property 
De.troyed? 
MUtual organizations are usually able to offer lower 
tire insurance rates then are stock companies. The mutual 
1s able to do this tor reasons to be explained later, 
among which are the tacts that the operatlDg expense ot a 
mutual 1s usually less than that of a stock canpany. 
The tollowing table l*trom Bests Insurance Guide shows 
the percentage of' Det 10s8 to premiums written and the net 
expenses to premium of between 14 .. 1 to246 fire insurance 
companies during tne years 1916 to 1929. Any economies in 
rate possible in the fire insurance program ot Utah schools 
might be indicated in this table. 
1- Best's Insurance Guide for 1931, Page 535. 
* ~lchior conoluded "Out of every dollar 64.4 cents remain 
with the insurance companies." 
Year 
'.18 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
19K 
1985 
19. 
1927 
1928 
1929 
Bo.ot 
C.p8lliea 
1" 
~9 
169 
175 
1" 
UK 
197 
210 
210 
21S 
2M 
au 
Ifa'ble Ho. 9. 
GBDB&.L T.A.BLI 0-' l'IEB ABD LIGHfJllNG BUSIDSS IN '1m lJ. B. 
(lJ. s. and :rore1ga Capuie.) 
Atmual Bate ot 
Prem._ xet Prem.aa Batt. Percea1i 
'100. Insur. Writ"e. Loue. to Pre. lIxpe .. e 
11.0131 1382,561,201 52.52 ~ 39.02 ~ 
1.0100 ",52.199.765 4.4.28 •• 51 
.9617 533,946.14:& 5&.57 4:1.11 
.9695 "''1 ,6'10.513 5'1.4:5 45.4:2 
.9&5& 505,44:9.688 58.26 4:2.39 
.8991 598,570,M3 57.62 42.10 
.8922 595.920.719 60.16 ,".17 
.8726 ",",307.262 59.12 "a.6&: 
.8625 '79.031.920 55.61 44..41 
.8600 639,779.906 ".18 .0.05 
.83&0 ' •• ,"0,421 46.60 46.10 
.8008 655,900,8&:'1 46.4' -&&.78 
-Ace.".' Ccap. 
22 •• 1 
82.15 
22.67 
as.al 
2S.'11 
84.11 
85.00 
25.0' 
25.M 
25.52 
25.11 
25.'1' 
Taken rr. Be.,,-. IIl8V8.D.C8 Guide - 1931. pap 5S5 
'. or ~ ... 
... s·. 
".n 
5.11 
•• 85 
1."1 
S.08 
IdO 
S.lI 
Se18· 
&.26 
I.ee 
01_15 
01 
\H 
• 
The table indicates that the 10s8 ratio in tire insurance 
Is 45% to 5~ of premium, that approximately 2~ 18 agents' 
CompEmS8 tion and tha t taxes represent 4%. The rest of the 
premium ot a stock fire insurance premium is given to overhead 
expense and dividends. 
The 1931 Report of Underwriting and Investment Profits 
* and Lossea 1 ot 100 leading fire insurance companies in 1930 
shows that the ratio ot net loss incurred to income earned was 
52.1 and the ratio ot expenses incurred to income earned was 
45.6 which lett a profit ot 2.3. If this report is taken over 
a period ot 33 years, wherein the combined ratios ot losses and 
expenses to premiums. of 105 companies are known the result is 
that losses and expenses represent 99.~ ot all premium charges. 
leaving a ratio of profit of 1% during tn. same period. Insurance 
company directors est~ate that they Should have a margin of at 
least 3% in order to meet emergencies. 
Insurance rates are theretore based upon the assumption that 
45% to 55% ot the premiums collected will be expended in ad-
justments tor tire losses. There are many examples ot municipal 
insurance systems operating on a great deal lesa loss ratio, 
but these cities haTe undertaken a oonsistent program of fire 
prevention. 
1- From "The Spectator" N.Y. June)l, 1931. 
Utah schools are not equipped with superior tire fightiag 
devices. or are there many tire reaistent build.1ngs. Past 
experience with Utah school buildings haa shown that they have 
bean undesirable risks; the loas ratio over twelve years haa 
been 56.2% ot premiums paid. 
Although we should expect the moral hazard in school 
property to be less than that of general property carrle~ with 
an impersonal insurance companY', yet we are obliged to recognize 
that at least one-halt ot the fire insurance premiums paid b,y 
our school districts are expended to adjust fire losse. that 
occur under our present condl tl,OD.s. 
Ir a company can reduce its expenses by eliminating agents, 
reducing overhead and securing tax exemption, t~.re is a just 
reason to believe it could operate on a sound basis with a smalle~ 
pre~um, provided other conditions remain the same. If, in add~ 
1 tion, something can be done to prevent tires, at a small in-
vestment, which undoubtedly is the case, then there are even more 
reasons tor believing a system ot insurance Ddght be devised 
that will give more adequate insuranoe at lower rates. 
• 
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Are School Buildings Good Insurance· Risks? 
Closely allied to the question regarding the apportionment 
o:t the premium is the questio·n -Are School Buildings Good Risks?" 
Yt 1s onen said that the wi.de distribution ot risks, nature of 
occupancy, and absence of many factors that cause tires make 
school buildings a desirab1e risk, which means they are money 
making ventures for insurance cClJlllaniea. The t·ollowlng data are 
submi tted on the sub ject: 
In response to a personal inquiry addressed to insurance 
executives representing 34 companies. Melchior found that only 
three considered schools good riSks, four considered them fair 
risks, twenty said their experience had been bad and seven 
1 
reported their experience as very bad. The vice-president 
2 
of a large fire insurance company wrote in a letter. 
"From the result at an experience extending over forty 
years and embracing the whole United States, we believe 
sohools are a losing class tor the companies, and there 
1s practically no company which solicits suoh business. 
though I know o't no oompany that prevents its agents 
'fran writing public school risks. The tire record on 
the class has been very bad, excepting: 
1- In Canada, where they bulJld for cold weather 
and in general build with an eye to permanoy, more than 
we do in the States; 
2- In Ohio where, as a result of the Collingwood 
school disaster a number of years ago, public schools 
1 ... MelchiOr "Insuring Public School Property." 
2 - Ford H. MacGregor, Chief', Bureau of Municipal Information, 
University of Wisconsin. Letter Nov. 17, 1926. "The 
MUniCipality" XXII. 
are required to have fire proof' basements and tp be 
entirely fireproof excepting as to roof timbers, if' 
more than one story high; 
3. On the Pacifio Coast where the schools are 
nearly all one story and where the heating hazard 1s 
not severe and where the buildings are uniformily 
constructed without basements." 
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Table 10 gives an exact statement of the experience of 
the National Board of Fire Underwriters for the seven years 
1922 to 1928, inclusive. Had this report covered a longer 
period it would 'he.v~ been more valuable, but the relationships 
between types of risks are fundamental, never the less. There 
is little evidenoe in this report to prove that ,school building. 
are good or bad risks in themselves, for while the loss ratio 
throughout the entire U. S. on buildi.ngs both protected and 
unprotected is about 2% lower in school buildings, the 10S8 ratio 
in the Pacific coast states does not show the same advantage. 1 
Table 11 shows the "Basic Net Line" of three ins\U'ance 
companies, one English, one American and one a state organization. 
Both the English and lunerican "Basic Net Lines" are used by four 
or five allied companies. The "Basic Net Line" 1s a table showing 
the amount of insurance a single company will carry in itself on 
a given risk. If the co~any insures a risk beyond the ·amount 
listed in its "Basic Net Line" 8chedule it does so by reinsuring 
the amount of the risk above with other insurance companies. This 
is in keeping with the policy distributing a hazardous risk among 
many companies. 2 
1- Confidential report of 1931 
2- Schedules of three companies operating in utah (confidential ). 
1931 
for 
y s 1922 to 1928, inclusive 
( rame rotected) tone) (U'nprotscted) 
acific Co at 
nitd t tea 
acifio 0 at 
United t tes 
cifie oast 
United t tas 
at 
United tates 
remiums 
1,153,097 
11,171 , 389 
UBLIC BUILDI IJ 
15,049,426 
87,1 2 ,863 
800,881,098 
18,005,780 
160.119,986 
Loss tio 
59.7 10 
55 . 36 
54 7 ,0 
53 59 
382 
44 130 
38.45% 
47 5 % 
remiums 
846~069 
27 , 404,409 
5 , 641 , 576 
212,645 .,709 
32,197,497 
367 ,765 ,038 
tio 
21 , 9~o 
45.8 
~ 36 3 0 
57 270 
29 3 I 
33 04;/0 
46.13;& 
remiums 
337 799 
5 , 743 , 285 
33 229,952 
191,666,963 
6,415,546 
50,042,586 
P cific 0 st at tee include sbington, Or~on, Ualiforni, evada, Ut , Idaho 
ontana, qo1orado, yoming , rizona, ew exico. 
Loss tio 
48 2 / 
42. .. 62j o 
39 74 
59 3 
74 79' 
68.24to 
• 
Table! o . 10. 
rotected anq. Unprotected} 
P r miums Los-a tio 
2,356,965 44 280 
44,519 ,083 46 570 
4 1.3 0 
125,5 9 , 319 43 840 
110,426,112 41 1 I~ 
56~618 ,8~ 
577,927,610 48.4 0 
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Record ot Insurance of School Buildings in .,. ' District. 
--------------------~-
_. (a) ( c) ( e) {tl {el (h) (i) { j ) ( k) \ l } ~) {n} (0) ~~------------~~------~--------~~-------------------
C t i Y S h 1 c 00 U d t or se y ear C ons 't v. 1 a UQ I nsure d Rat e T erm p remlum 
Built Value 
. CIl • Total District Insurance 
r-i () E! 
• Cf) t: 0 a Costs and Adjustments by 
.8 0 ~ 
-§ a! ~ 0r4 Years. () ~ 'd ~ 0,-4 CIl fE Q) d ~ 'H 0 rn Q) rn ~ (1) (1) 0 .p j '&. E f 0 (]) s:: ,0 0r4 Q) OM E 0 ~ . rd tE~ F4 d ~ OJ .p 0 JJ p P':) 0 CIl ~ 0 Year Cost Adjustments 
1 1930 a _ _ ._. _ _ 
1929 
--.. -- -_ .... -
1928 
---. - - ' 
! 1927 
-_ .. _---
1926 
--_.--.---. 
t~2~ 
1924 
1923 
1922 
1921 
I 
1920 
1919 I 
Date 
I. 
t. 
Recorded by 
. 
ottlclal PeSl tlO 
Table II 
Basic Net Line of an .American C-'0mpany 
Protected Ratio Unpr~tected Ratio 
Schools $ 25,000 100% # 2,500 100% 
Mercantile Bldga. 50,000 200% 5,000 200% 
Other Public Bldgs. 37,500 150% 5,000 200% 
Apartment Houses 55,000 220% 5,000 200% 
Dewel1ings 55,000 220% 7,500 300% 
Churches 25,000 100% 5,000 200% 
Banks, Office Bldgs. 37,500 150% 5,000 200% 
Theaters 37,500 150% 5,000 200% 
Sugar Refineries 25,000 100% 2,500 100% 
Basic Net Line of an English Company 
Protected Ratio Un;Erotected Ratio 
Schools $ 1,000 100% $1,000 100% 
h~rcanti1e Bldgs. 10,000 1000% 2,000 200% 
Other Public BIdgs. 5,000 500% 2,500 250% 
Apartment Houses 10,000 1000% 1,250 125% 
Dewe111ngs 25,000 2500% 1,000 100% 
Churches 2,500 250% 1,250 125% 
Banks, Office Bldgs. 20,000 2000% 6,250 625% 
Theaters 3,750 375% 1,000 100% 
Sugar.Refineries 6,250 625% 3,750 375% 
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Table llContinued 
Basic Net Line of a State Company 
Protected Ratio Unprotected 
Schools $ 5,000 100% $ 2,500 
, Mercantile Bldge. 10,000 200% 4,000 
Other Pub. Bldgs. 10,000 200% 3,000 
Apartment Houses 8,000 160% 2,000 
Dwellings 8:;,000 160% 2,000 
Churches 7,500 150% 4,000 
Banks, Office Bldgs. 10,000 200% 4,000 
Theaters 7,500 150% 4,000 
Sugar Refineries 7,500 15~ 3,000 
The specific amount of ~ach risk in a line is not to be 
compared to the same risk of another line, for each line is 
constructed to show the relative position of risks with in 
Ratio 
100% 
160% 
120% 
ao% 
80% 
160% 
160% 
160% 
120% 
the same line. In each case the amount a company will carry on 
a school building is considered lOO%,thus making a basis for 
comparison. 
These figures tend to show that insurance companies regard 
school buildings their poorest risks •. Only in two cases out of 
torty-eight will a company carry more insurance on a school building 
than it will on any of the other risks listed. 
.. 
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The reasons given by insurance executives for their 
general dislike of school building risks are: 
1. Poor constructi.on of school buildings 
2. Low ratio of insurance to value 
3. Poor supervision and-care of buildings 
4. Lach ot fire protective apparatus in schools 
5. The impersonal interest of people in public 
capacity twwards public property. 
The general answer to the question "Are school Buildings 
Good Risks?" is, therefore, "They are not good risks." In the 
experience of the writer, where in he interviewed several 
insurance men to obtain data for this study, only in one case 
did an insurance executive in this state say that he considered 
school building insurance a desirable business. 1 * The experience 
of Bear River Mutual has been favorable in school insurance in 
this state, but this experience is limited in its scope. If 
school buildings are poor risks any system of insuring school 
buildings should be planned in recognition of the excessive hazard. 
There are factors which, it seem would operate to make the 
insurance of school buildings a desirable business, provided 
the sema personal care were given to constructing protecting and 
preserving public property that on e is prone to give to his 
personal property. 
1- George A. Christensen, Bear River Mutual. states his company's 
experience in insura.nce of school buildings in Utah has been 
favorable • 
.. 
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What Systems of Fire Insurance are Practiced by Schools 
Today, and What are Advantages and Limitations of Each? 
In general, four different policies are followed by schools 
in United States in regard to the insurance of school property 
1. That of carrying no insurance 
2. That of insuring in a state fund 
3. That of insuring in regular insurance companies 
4. That of having a municipal fund. 
All school districts in Utah and most school districts 
in the United States make some provision for insuring their 
property. Of 34 cities with population 100,000 or above, 
Melchior found that 11 made little or no provision for insuring 
school property, five had a special fund and 18 insured with 
commercial compa.nies. Of 82 cities ranking in population 
30,000 to 100,000 only eight made little or no prOVision, seven 
had a special fund and sixty- two or 75% insured with private 
cpmpan1es. 
* Thus we see that the practice of carrying no insurance 1 
on school property is usually limited to the large cities, where 
school buildings are numerous, yet scattered. These cities 
proceed on the theory that the probability of loss in anyone 
year will be so low that such losses as do occur may be met 
by special appropriations. Several cities have tried this plan 
and report favorably. 
1- Melchior "Insuring Public School Property." 
Boebe.".r, Hew York. ftpona that it. haa .w, Blch mou,. 
Baplcla 1n ten 78&1'8 auff'ered no loa ... , ad in this t1me a.oush 
JaOna,. was ayed :lD premiU1U to Nbullcl ou or two or the pre .. nt 
achool bul1diDp. 1 
Concerning the polie)" followed in Ch1ca.so, JIr. P:i:ederlck 
Bez wr1 te.: a 
"Rot once in the la8t •• ntya-tl .... J8U8 haa there 
be_ a total 10s8 b7 tire in a publio school building. 
BIen it •• should figure on one to",-1 10 •• a year, 
~. amount paid 1a 111 inaUl'lUlC8 p:rem1uu would tar 
exc •• d one such 10.8. In "the ca .. ot the Chioaao 
aIl4 Cook COUDt;r Sohool tor Bo,.s cd the Parental 
Sohool tor fl"U8D.t ••• here lite and liab 18 involved 
in a -7. to a greater utent, tire insurance 1. 
oar:f1e4." 
San I'ru.clsoo. II .. York 01"", AlbalQ", .aabington D. C. 
04 Detroit are o'ther 01 ti •• that, in pneral, make no 
prorialOll8 tor 1naur1Dg aohool propertJ'. SaDa 01 t18. insure 
olll,. a pari ot their school property, that part -ina. ot 
course, their largest and moat haardoua rlaka. 
1 - Municipal Insurance t by Nolting, ot Uni verai t7 Extenaion 
Di nalon, Lawrenoe, Ka.naas. KaY' 1927. 
2 - Frederick: Bex, 14'UD1cipal Beterence Library, Chicago, 
Letter, Deo. 30, 1926. 
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Fire Insurance in State Funds 
In same states school property, together with other 
public property, is insured in a state fund. Some of these 
funds have been very successful, due to able management, while 
other funds have failed. The .failures may be attributed in 
part to the sacrifice of basic underwriting principles in the 
interest of reducing rates. Proper distribution of risk, the 
oollection of adequate premiums annually, reinsurance of excess 
lines and the creation of reserves for unusual losses are the 
earmarks of an efficiently administered fund. A brief review 
of three successful funds follows: 
In Wisconsin a bill was passed in 1927 requiring 
every city and town owning property to the value of 
$50,000 to insure in the SB~ state fund. The act is 
compulsory as far as state property is concerned, but 
the board of control of any public property may insure 
any property by first informing the state cOnID1issioner 
of the desire to insure in the fund and giVi.ii15.' all 
particulars as to amount of insurance, kind of insurance 
desired, term, etc, it wishes to carry, Considerable 
credit is given in the rate when insurance is taken to 
70%, 80% or 90% of the value of the property, although 
it is optional with each local unit as to the amount of 
insurance it Wishes to carry. 
The insurance ~oIIlIDissioner determines the insurable 
value of each item of property and fixes the rate, which 
is usually about 60% of the rate charged by private 
companies. In case the sts0e insurance fund 
* Insurance Laws of State of WisconSin, Page 260 
Personal letter ~. E. Kennedy, Corum. April 2, 1932 
.. 
18 unable to meet demands upon. 1t the secretary ot 
state will draw his warrant payable from the 5eneral 
tund, which will later be reimbursed from the state 
insurance tund. The statements from 1931 show assets 
in excess of $2,800,000. 
North Dakota 
In 1919 and 1925 North Dakota passed laws providing 
for the insurance of' state, city, and county and other 
public property in a State Fire and Tornado Fund. Unlike 
the Wisconsin law, this law makes it compulsory for the 
oi ty to insure 1 ts property in the s tate fund. School 
property is included with the rest. 
Each city auditor reports to the state commissioner 
of insurance the "sound, depreciated, or insurable value 
of each building or risk and contents therein, and such 
other inf'onnation as may be required." The conmissioD.er 
certifies to the city auditor.the amount of' insuranoe 
and the premium. 
trUe comnissioner of insurance divides all property 
reporteu to him into three classifications and is 
authorized to place reinsuranoe with same fire and 
tornado insurance company in accordanoe with the li~ 
itation detlnedunder each classification. In case the 
money in the tund is insufficient to cover the losses, 
a provision 81mdlar to that ot Wisconsin's operates. 
The actual operating cost ot the North Dakota· State 
Fund is three peroent of the gross income, instead of 
ten percent as allowed by law. During seven years ot 
operation, 1290,559wa8 paid out tor reinsuranoe, while 
only $50,474 was received tor losses under reinsurance 
contracts. In 1926 the tund had $29,350,045 tire 
insurance and 24,240,136 tornado insuranoe in force. 
The premium income on both for seven years was $1.426,860 
and the losses incurred totaled 1431,491 or an average loss 
ratio of 28% * 
South Carolina 
In south Carolina. the Sinking Fund Commdssion, 
acting for the State of' South Carolina, insures all 
* Report of Fire and Tornado Fund of N.D. 1929 
Letter F.E. Tunell, Manager ~ril 8, 1932 
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of the public buildings of the state, counties, and 
public schools against loss or damage which may be 
caused by fire, lightning or windstorms. 
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The fund acts exactly as an insurance company, . 
issuing a standard from policy and collecting an annual 
premium thereon. Since 1900, when the insurance project 
was inaugurated, all losse.s have been paid and there is 
now a surplus in the insurance and reinsurance funds 
which amounts to more than one and a quarter millions 
of dollars. 
Under the law, when the assets of the Insurance Fund 
reached the sum of $1,000,000 all' property that had been 
continual~ insured with the fund for five years or longer 
became entitled to free insurance protection. The million 
mark was reached more than five years ago, and at present 
$29,000,000 insurance is being carried free, of the total 
$41,000,000 in effect. Should the insurance fund be 
reduced below $1,000,000 through excessive loss, the law 
authorizes in that event to levy a premium charge against 
the free or open policies sufficient to restore the fund 
to the $1,000,000 level. 1* 2* 
Richmond, Virginia, reports on the plan: 
"We have made a study of school building insurance in 
Virginia covering a period of ten years from January 1, 1921 
to January 1, 1951. Our findings indicate that the state 
of Virginia would save approximately $100,000 a year if it 
maintained its own public school building fire insurance. 
The average annual insurance premiums based on 1950 evaluations 
over a period of ten years is approximately $197,000. The 
average annual reimbursement is approximately $88,000." 5* 
1- "Report of the Sinking Fund Commissioners to the General 
Assembly of S. C. 1951. 
2~ Personal Letter from Sec. J. J. Miller April 1952 
5- Personal Lett.ar from Raymond V. Long April 1952 
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Fire Insurance with Private Companies 
The most common practice of insuring school buildings 
in United States is insurance with private companies. Districts 
with few risks would be unwise to follow any other policy. Of" 
the 125 cities replying to the inquiries sent out in 1927 by an 
organization making a survey, 89% of those insuring school 
property insured part of all of: their property with private 
companies.1 
Private insurance organizations are broadly classified 
into four groups: Stock Companies, Mutual Companies, Reciprocal 
Underwriters or Interinsurer~and Lloyds. While in the field 
of life insurance the mutual organizations are doing the largest 
business in the United States, the stock companies are carrying 
the largest amount of fire insurance business. 
The Lloyds organizations are London concerns that accept 
risks of ever~ class, even to contracts which are practically 
gambles, such as insurance of losses thru state of weather, 
the fall of kings and a state of war. Their business, like 
that of the reciprocal organizations in the realm of fire 
insurance is not important in our country. 
A stock company is organized for profit. It is operated 
efficiently on good business principles, affords the insurer 
and the insured a definite contract of insurance, and represents 
a fairly high type security', since the capital and surplus of 
• 
- -.. 
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the company guarantee protection. However, Bests Insurance 
Guide, 1951 which lists the names of stock companies and 
mutual companies writing fire insurance in United States that 
have discontinued business or merged with other' companies in 
the last 20 years tends to show that the percentage of failures 
in stock companies has been larger than the failur·es in mutuals, 
in the realm of fire insurance. l The moral hazard of the 
stock company is usually greater than that of' the mutual company, 
since mutual ownership encourages mutual fire protective endeavors. 
The mutual is organized for the protection of the insured, 
theoretically. Any profits or savings made go to the policy holders 
and not to the stockholders. Mutual advocates emphasize that a 
mutual is interested in preventing losses, which some do by rigid 
inspection service and a careful selection of risks. There is 
little truth to the argument that mutuals are operated b.r the people 
who own them, or the policy holders, but often tax exemption is 
secured under certain conditions. 
A slight deviation from the general policy offered b.Y the 
-stock comp~ is to be found in the blanket or master policy. 
Under this arrangement the entire property of a. district is covered 
by a single policy based upon each individual risk. The amolillt of 
insurance carried on each risk is definitely specified, but-the rate 
is usually the same for all buildings. 
1- Bests Insurance Guide 1951 
• A blanket policy may be carried by a sIngle canpany or 
it may be so diVided as to be written by several canpanies. 
In case ot tire loss the amount is adjusted by the companies 
to the tul.l insurance carried on a given building, it the 
risk 1s entirely destroyed, but this is paid on a pro-rated 
basis • 
About one-third ot the school districts in Utah carry 
insurance of school buildings in a blanket policy. Such a 
policy otfers low rates and at the same time it simplifies 
sane insurance problems. It is a supposition that more 
districts would have blanket policies if board members 
considered only econauy in distributing their fire insurance 
business. 
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Municipal Insurance ot School Bui.ldings. 
In principle, insurance 1s the distribution ot risk. 
With the increase in the number of distinot risks the cost 
of carrying the risk relatively dimdnlshes. It this p~ln-
ciple is true in the experience ot insurance companies or 
large corporations it should also hold true with cities 
having hundreds ot school buildings. Same cities have 
created municipal school funds in light ot this prinoiple. 
Perhaps the most successful example in the realm of muni-
cipal insurance for school buildings only 1s the one of 
Cincinnati. 1 
In 1913 it was voted to set aside $25,000 annually to 
be placed in aper.manent insurance tund for school 
insuranoe. This was approximately the same amount as 
the schools were paying insurance oompanies annually. 
Special pains were taken to reduce all tire hazards 
and fire-fighting apparatus was adequately provided. 
Since that time the· fire loss in Oincinna·ti has been 
very small indeed. In 1926 the fund had reached 
$350,000 which was at the time invested in school 
bonds paying $20,000 interest. This annual interest 
was a~ost as large as the ennual premium had ~een, 
so since 1925 no provision has been made in the 
budget tor fire insuranoe. This endowment, if 
properly handled, will insure the buildings of 
Cincinnati indefinitely, provided no exceptional 
losses occur. To date the fund 1s a little over 
$400,000. It is the intention of the Board to bring 
the tund to $500,000. 
New Jersey 
Newark, New Jersey, had a speaial insurance fund amounting 
to ,339,658 in 1924. Th~~ fund covered schools as well as 
1- Reeder Educational Res. Bul. Ohio Unlv. April 1925 
- Letter Supt. Roberts April 14, 1932 
• other public buildings. Some ot the poorer ri.sks were 
reinsured in regular canpanie.s. The average annual 
profits of the fund for five years were about $20,000 1 
Kansas City 
In 1909 Kansas City Board of Education established a 
fund by ~ppropriating each year an amount equal to the 
cost of carrying insurance with regular companies, 
amounting to about $30,000. In 1926 the fund had 
reached $203,950. Insurance on several old buildings 
of poor construction was ce.rried in private companies. 
The losses for 18 years were only $5,000. 2 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Oleveland. Ohio also has an insurance fund into which 
the Board at: Education pays annually $25,000. No losses 
have been sustained in five years. 2 
Spokane, Washington 
Spokane, Washington carried a special insurance fund but 
discontinued the plan when a school building burned and 
the cost of replacing it was considerably more than the 
amount which had accumulated in the fund. The super-
intendent of schools, however, stated that if the amount 
appropriated to the fund every year had been as much as 
the actual cost of insuring, the fund would have taken 
care of the loss 2 
Omaha, Nebraska 
For ever 25 years all school buildings of Omaha, Neb. 
except a few bad risks, were covered by an insurance_ 
fund. During the time there were no fires and the fund 
was never called upon for a loss. In 1926 this fund was 
transferred into the general fund and the $11,000,000 
insurance Was divided among the various companies 
according to the amount of taxes each paid-in the school 
district. The reason for the change was not made clear. 
It was assumed that the local insurance companies had 
used influence in securing a different method of insurance. 2 
1- Toledo City journal, Vlll, 572 (Nov. 24, 1923) 
2- "Municipal Insurance" Nolting U. of Kansas 
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Although a number ot cities have created insurance 
fund.s for school property, the practice is not very wide-
spread. There are distinct 1imi tations to the plan.; a few 
of' these limitations are listed: 1 
1. Few Cities have enough risks to attempt the plan. 
2. Municipal administrations often chenge hands; when 
the fund seems to be fairly large the authorities 
might aim to meet public approval by not appropriating 
money for the fund. 
3. The faot that the majority ot large companies, which 
have within themselves the best opportunity ot proving 
the worth ot self-insurance, earry their risks in 
regular insurance companies 1s a strong argument against 
the plan. 
4. A conflagration might cripple a self insurance system, 
while a stock company would feel little significant loss. 
Stock companies usually have their risks well scattered. 
5. Successtu1 insurance executives must be good bankers. 
It would require shrewd business sense to operate a 
municipal school tund. 
6. A fund for selt insurance should at least equal the 
value ot the most expensive building, and such a f'und 
could not be created without serious drain in a city's 
resources. 
1- Condensed trom "The Phoenix" Vol. III, Jan, 1927 
Phoenix Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn. 
What Conditions in Utah Schools Favor the Adoption ot Arq' Given 
The following statements w111 serve as premises upon which 
to base an insurance system: 
1. Utah as a state 1s 8. typlca:t Village state. Although" the 
population is spars., school. buildings are usually within walking 
distance for a ma.jority of the st.udents. The school buildings, 
however, are usually so isoJ.ated "that they suffer 11 ttle exposure 
hazard, and there is little danger or- conflagrations. 
2. While 69 ~ ot the school buildings in the United States 
are one room schools t only 13 ~ of Utah schools are one room. 
This faotor indicates that Utah schools tend to represent risks 
of more nearl.y unifoI'm size than the average thrrughout the 
country. 
3. The average district insurance premium in Utah is 
approximately $1000. Salt Lake City district alone pays $12,000. 
or more. With so tew risks it would be unwise tor any district 
alone, within the state, to assume its own insurance risk. 
One student 1 at the problem of DD.m1clpal. 
1 - Ford H. MlcGregor, Ohler t Bureau of Municipa1 Inf'ormat ion, 
Wisconsin. Letter Nov. 1926. "The Municipali tytt XXII 
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insurance believes that in order to have a safe distribution 
of fire 1osses~ 8: district must have approximately 200 risks. 
Of the 44 buildings listed by Salt Lake City in the city 
report of 1931 only 14 of these buildings are valued less than 
$50,000 and 31 are estimated to be worth more than $100,000. 
These risks are therefore too large to trust to municipal 
school insurance. 
4. Utah's schools are not adequately provided with fire 
fighting devices, and only the newer, larger buildings are 
fire-resistant to a high degree. The fire records in Utah 
show that our losses of 56.2% to premiums are much greater 
over a period of 12 years than the losses reported in cities 
assUllling their own insurance burden. Any program of self-
insurance in Utah would mean that definite steps in the 
prevention of fires must be undertaken. 
5. Insur~nce rates on Utah school buildings are not 
excessive. 30% of the school property in the state is 
insured for a rate of .54, term three years; 51% of the 
school property is insured for 64% or less and 92% of the 
school buildings are insured for.75 or less per $100. 
property value--term three years. 
Melchior found the average rate of New York state 
to be $1.25, the median 1.30, the lowest .38 and the 
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highest 3.75 per 1100 valuation, term three years, in 92 • at 
the cases. 
Insurance executives within the state report that their 
ccmpanies wrl te insurance upon school buildings merely as an 
acconmodation to citizens, since several factors operate to 
make insurance ot school buildings an undesirable business. 
Rates on general property in Utah are considerably higher than 
the school. districts are paying. 
6. The American people are re1uctant to give more power 
to a central government. While in Europe state insurance 1s 
operated successfull.y in many places, state insurance in our 
country might soon tel.l into the realm of politics and be 
operated by people not entirely qualified. A state operated 
insurance system managed by political b08ses would be less 
likely to be sound than a company defin1tel.y organized on 
business principles supported by constant research. 
7. It might be a diUicuJ.t matter to secure the adoption 
ot a state insurance system, granting that such a system 1s 
desirable, which of course, it might not be. Too many 
influential citIzens are interested in p1acing the school 
insurance With the "proper" canpany J trom. their points of View. 
'16 
There are some sehool board members f'igh.ting blanket insurance 
OD Utah school property because they fear such arrangement 
would not g1 va "their " canpany i ts proper share ot business. 
Since school districts of Utah are too small to maintain 
individual insurance systems, and since they are also too small 
to assume a policy of' no insurance, with an idea of' bonding in 
csse of' tire loss, the only plan ot insurance that would seem 
to be an improvement on our present system would be some 
cooperative plant wherein all school buildings in the state 
would be insured in a special system. Such a plan, representing 
8. state tund or a mutual insurance system, would have the 
fbllowing advantages and limdtations; 
1- Six hundred fifty risks so widely scattered geographically 
without concentration ot value would afford opportunity to profit 
upon this wide distribution and at the same time to enjoy such 
advantages as come from olassif'ied risks. 
2. Adequate insurance at a just rate tor all districts 
could probably be attained by cooperation. 
3. If' such an organization were established uniform records 
01' insurance throughout the state would replace what we have 
now, or have not. 
4. Steps toward fire prevention, the best type ot tire 
insurance, might be more efficiently and economically directed 
5- It 1s reas.onable to suppose that considerable financial 
saving might result at the same tUne "adequacy" 1s attained, if 
the proper administrative organization could be secured. Granting 
that 25% of the premium of a stock company is expended for agentst 
expense, 4% for taxes, 55% for losses and the rest for overhead of 
dividends, a state system would have distinct opportunities for 
savings. A state system should be able to eliminate the tax item, 
reduce fire 108s thru cooperation in measures of fire prevention, 
eliminate the agents t expenses, and reduce general overhead, 
E. F. Tunnel, 1* A~nager of the State Fire and Tornado Fund of 
North Dakota, in commenting upon the system in force in North Dakota, 
says: 
II Through careful B.ndbusiness like operation the State 
Fire and Tornado Insurance Fund has developed to pe a 
remarkable success. The great difference in cost between 
our state insurance and the cost of insurance with other 
companies is the difference in operattng costs. The 
average operating costs of private insurance companies 
is about 45%, and the State Fire and Tornado Fund of 
North Dakota has operated on less than 5% 
It seems to me there 18 no reason for other ,<3tates not 
operating on the same plan or a similar plan, and thus 
saving a larse amount ·of 'the premium which is continually 
being paid to private companies!' 
The disadvantages seen in a state school fund are: 
1. Until the fund had become large enough to cover the cost 
1- F. E. Tunell, Manager of Fund. Personal letter receives 
April 12, 1932. 
of rebuilding one of the most; valuable risks, whi.ch in this 
state would mean a sum ot about $200,000 1* even a single 
fire might prove disastrous. The Millard fire in 1929 at 
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a loss of $71,000 represents 27% of the total fire insurance 
adjustments received by Utah schools in 12 years. A fire 
this large or larger, while the fund was small, would present 
a grave problem. This danger could partly be overcome by 
insuring the large and dangerous risks with private companies, 
until the fund reached a proper size. 
2. Careful provision would need to be made to guard 
against political corruption, for the underwriting experience 
of ther companies should never be lost sight of or financial 
soundness would be forefeited. 
3. Enemies at state control would work to defeat the 
adoption of the plan, and if adopted they would try to under-
mine its efficiency. 
4. Unless strict enforcement of methods of fire prevention 
were adhered to cases might rise where-in the causes of the 
fires were definite instances of undue moral hazard, due to 
the negligence of the districts concerned. 
1- Salt Lake has one building with sound value of $1,056,000 
and there are many in the state larger than sound value of 
$200,000. However, such buildings being better protected and 
better constructed would probably never be entirely destroyed 
by fire. 
;l- . 
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6. Our pres~nt legislation would notpermi t the schools 
to establish a state Bchool fire insurance fund. "St,eps" 
toward this ideal would include a decision to be rendered by 
the Attorney General on the legality of the issue, careful 
study of every phase of the problem to draw up laws an.d 
ordinances for proper regulation under conditions in Utah, 
and approval by the state legislature. 
1- Verbal opinion given by Moses Logan Rich, Asst. Attorney 
General, to writer. 
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OONCLUSIONS 
Data in this study point to the following conclusions: 
"What practices have been followed in insuring school 
buildings in Utah? 
1. All school districts haTe carried some tire insurance 
on school buildings. 
2. Commercial Insurance companies have written the 
insurance tor Utah schools. 
3. The ratio of insurance to value has been fairly high 
4. The insurance ratio to value between buildings of 
various sizes has remained ta~rly unifor.m. 
5. Details in insurance prooedure do not show uniformity. 
6. Adequate insurance records have not been kept. 
"Ie our present system of insuring school buildings and 
eoonomical system? 
The systems that 8eem to ofter most opportunities for 
economy in insuring Utah schools are listed in their order 
of suitability for conditions in Utah 
1. A State Insurance Fund 
2. Private Insurance 
3. Munioipal Insur8llce 
4. No Insuranoe 
APPENDIX 1 
RESPONSE OF STATE SUPERINTENDENTS OF U. S. SCHOOLS TO INQUIRY 
"Has your state, or any district with in your state, had 
any experience with a school building insurance fund?" 
state 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Californla 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Dis. ot Oolumbia 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
:Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
),Ussissippi 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New jersey 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No 
No insurance carried on school buildings 
No 
No 
No 
No insurance carried on school buildings 
No but it seems reasonable that the state 
could carry i t8 own sohool insuranoe 
"There are several distriots in the state 
that carry their own insurance and do so 
economically." 
No 
No 
No 
No experience, but the loss ratio ot schools 
and public buildings in Kansas 1926- 1930 
inc. was 34.9% 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No insurance carried on school buildings. 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
"Our state tund does not insure schools." 
"We have made quite a study ot school bldg. 
ins. in this state, but haTe not decided 
whether it would pay to go into state bldg. 
ina. In 1930 our losses to premiums on 
schools were 36.9% 
Only State buildings have self insurance. 
State 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Caroline. 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
~egon 
Pennsylvaina 
Rhode Island 
South c"arolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
(Replie,s .. Continued) 
ReplY 
"No experience, but we recommend the plan highly, 
and hope to do some th1.ng in this direction next 
legislative session." 
"New York Oi ty oarries no insurance and has no 
insurance fund." 
No experience 
ttOur state insurance system, which includes schools, 
is very successful." 
Cinoinnati has a very successful ins"urance system 
operated as a city school fund. 
No experience 
"While your idea 8ee~to be vary valuable--I know 
no organization or schools with such a plan." 
No experience 
No experience with a fund. Some cities do not insure 
school buildings. 
A very successful state fund also insures schools. 
"What we have done in this state--can, I feel sure, 
be equaled or improved upon by any other state in 
union." 
"No experience with school insurance. We have had 
experience in hail ins. and that is enough." 
"We have had some experience." 1% of our tax rate 
is set aside in Nashville for a school sinking fund. 
No information 
No information 
"Our findings in ten years indicate that the State 
of Virginia would save approximately$lOO,OOO per 
year with a Bchool insurance fund." 
No experience 
No experience 
A state fund insures at 60% of stock company rate. 
No experience 
APPENDIX II 
( 00p18. of letteD :reulw4 trca supt. C. If. J"n.aen 
repriiDg the qu •• tiODDAbea to be "Ilt to 
superintendente of Utah.) 
Mr. Blaer lepp". 
lIaatua, Utah. 
Dear Jrtr • .lapp .. a; 
.A.ugut 8, 1931 
I haft looked o .... r caretul17 the fora of questioDD8.ire 
.. :at to our ottlce, the __ to be used in a propose' .nd7 
ot sohool build1Dg 1nauranoe in our State. 
I have a180 asked Supervisor BjarnaaoJl. to look over 
the .... oarehl.l.7 8lld as tar as •• can ... at the present 
.e have no augge.tions to otter. 
n.n 7011 are in a position to .. nd 'the qu •• tioDJl&lre to 
the auparilltendents with your letter ot instruction, kindly 
!atom .a and I shall be pleased to urge the superintendents 
to a8.i8~ you in this atud7. 
c. B. :rena8. 
Stat. Superinten4ent at 
PUblio IIlS'ruction. 
Mr. Elmer Jeppsen 
Mantua. Utah. 
Dear Mr. Jeppsen: 
APPENDIX II 
September 29. 193.l 
We have now received replies from sixteen of the forty 
districts to the letter we sent out five or six weeks ago 
asking for data on the insurance of school buildings. These 
replies are sent to you today under separate cover. Vie shall 
send in todayts mail another request to the twenty-four super-
intendants who have not yet answered our first request. 
Yours very truly. 
C. N. Jensen 
State Superintendent of 
'Public Instruction. 
Mr. Elmer J'eppsen 
Mantua, Utah. 
Dear Mr. Jeppsen: 
APPENDIX II 
·October. 29, 1931 
JOU w1l1 tind inclosed a list of public school 
superintendents with the names ot the districts checked 
otf which have already responded to your request for data 
on the insurance ot.school buildings, and whose reports I 
understand are now in your hands. Today I em sending to 
the eleven districts which have Dot yet reported, the 
necessary f'o:rms for their reports. I hope end believe 
that practically all of these districts will respond with 
in a comparatively short time. 
Yours very truly, 
A. O. Matheson 
Asst. Supt. 
• 
APPErIDIX II. 
(Letter regarding insurance of church buildings in Utah) 
January 8, 1932 
Dear Brother: 
In your letter of January 7 you ask for the total 
assessed valuation of church bu.i1dings and property insured, 
total insurance premiums paid each year for the last twenty 
years, and other infor.mation in connection with the insurance 
on church buildings. 
We are not able to furnish you this information. 
Evidently you have not been informed that the church for the 
last sixteen years has carried its own fire insurance risks, 
sothat no policies are carred with insurance companies, and, 
consequently, there have been no payments for premiumB on 
such policies. When ever a loss results from fire in a church 
building, the cost of repairing the damage 1s met fram a 
special fund provided for this purpose. 
TEE PRESIDING BISHOPRIC 
By David A. Sm.i th. 
• 
APPEnDIX III 
Sample ot personal letter, in 
(YOI'm ot questionnaire, sent to all state superintendents) 
Dear Superintendent: 
Brigham, Utah 
March 23, 1932 
I am making-a study of school building insurance in Utah. 
I should like to know if' it would be more economical and per-
haps just as safe for the schools of Utah to manage their own 
insurance system, instead ot insuring with commercial companies. 
Perhaps we might create an insurance fund to take care of all 
fires. 
Will you please indicate on this letter: 
1. Has your state, or any district with in your state. had 
any experience in this line? 
2. Do you know ot any place with in your state I might 
find data on this subject? 
I shall indeed appreciate a reply trom you. 
Respectfully, 
Elmer leppsen 
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